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P R 0 C E E D I N G S 
--ooOoo--
CHAIRMAN HART: We'll begin. I want to welcome 
everybody to the Senate Select Committee on AIDS hearing in West 
Hollywood. 
i My name is Gary Hart. I'm the State Senator who Chairs 1 
I 
the Committee. I represent portions of Santa Barbara and Los I 
I 
I 
Angeles Counties in the California State Senate. 
Senator Diane Watson, who Chairs the Health and Human 
I 
Services Committee, was with us through the lunch hour, but she I 
I 
had another engagement and is not going to be able to remain wit~ 
us for the rest of our afternoon session. 
Senator Art Torres, who serves on the Health Committee 
and has a number of other leadership responsibilities in the 
Senate, and represents the East Los Angeles portion of Los 
Angeles County, is expected to join us shortly. 
The other persons that are here with me on the dais I'd 
like to briefly acknowledge. On my far left is Debra Smith, who 
is the Committee Secretary. Next to Debra is Drew Liebert, who 
is on my staff and has been very active in the AIDS education 
prevention legislation that I carried last year and will be 
I 
I 
I 
reintroducing this year. On my right is Kathryn Duke, who is 
staff Consultant to the Select Committee on AIDS. 
thel 
I want to welcome everyone here to the final interim 
hearing of the Senate Select Committee on AIDS. This Committee 
has had a busy schedule these past three months since the 
Commi ttee was formed by the Senate Rules committee. We've just 
I 
I 
I 
2 
returned from a trip to Washington , .C. and New York City, wher~ 
2 we discussed federal AIDS policies, and to also see what's t aking! 
3 place in New York State, one state that has a greater number of 
4 AIDS cases than we have here in California. 
5 We've also held hearings on -- for want of a better ter~ 
I 
6 we'll call them AIDS Overview, AIDS and IV Drug Users, Treatment 1 
7 of People with AIDS, and today our subject is AIDS Prevention 
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Strategies, which in a sense, I think, is the most important 
subject of all. 
This morning we visited AIDS Project Los Angeles and 
talked to volunteers about their activities there, including the 
AIDS Hotline. We also learned what it's like for someone to go 
through the AIDS test process by participating in an enactment of! 
someone visiting an alternative test site and going through the 
15 entire testing and counseling procedure. 
16 In today's afternoon hearing, we will consider what our 
17 overall ' strategy should be for preventing the spread of HIV 
18 infection and subsequent progression to AIDS. Our scheduled 
19 witnesses will cover such topics as education, testing, 
20 behavioral counseling, special efforts among ethnic minorities, 
21 and prevention or treatment of intravenous drug use. 
22 
i 
I 23 
24 
If we want an effective, sensible AIDS prevention 
polic~, we must understand the different kinds of prevention 
activities and then look at how each of these fits into our 
I 
~ 
25 larger AIDS policy here in California. 
26 Following the testimony and discussion from our 
27 scheduled witnesses, we've reserved t ime at the end of the 
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hearing fo r anyone who want s t o make br ief remark s di r c tly 
related to AIDS prevention and , perhaps, comment s that have 
alr eady been made today . I f you ' r e so i n terested i n comment i ng , 
pl ease sign the sheet near the door so that we can accommodat e 
you towards the end of the s ess ion. 
I want to thank everyone for being here thi s Fr iday 
afternoon . I t's not t he best time of t he week or t he year , given j 
the holiday season, to generate at t endance a t a meeting like 
this, but that in no way detracts from the impor tance that I 
believe that this Committee and the Legislature places upon t he 
issue of AIDS Prevention Strategies . It ' s clearly one of the 
most important public health and overall issues affecting the 
State of California today. 
I'm pleased that we're having this hearing, and I look 
very much forward to the testimony. 
Our first witness is Dr. Martin Finn, a physician. 
This is a little bit artificial, in that we have this 
lectern over here , but I t h ink that it's probab ly the best way to: 
i 
proceed. 
DR. FINN : Thank you, Senator Hart, Members of the 
Committee. 
I am Martin D. Finn , M.D. I am the Medical Direc tor of 
the AIDS Program Office of the Lo s Angeles County De artment of 
Health Services . 
The AIDS Progr am Off i ce in the Los Angeles Count y 
I 
Department of Health Servi ces i s r espons ible for t he coordination, 
I 
of a ll a c t i v i ty wi thin t he Department re lating to human immuno-
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deficiency virus infect i on. Ther e for e , we work with t he hospita l 1 
system and with our comprehensive health centers and public 
health centers. 
The Program Office is also pivotal for the development 
of AIDS policy and for ongoing relations with other agenc i es, be 
they public, private or voluntary. The educational aspect of ~ 
Departmental activity also reports directly to the AIDS Progr am 
Office. 
I've been asked today to briefly set the stage for the 
succeeding testimony which will be presented before your 
Committee. 
In Los Angeles County, we now have 4,069 cases which 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I' meet the CDC criteria for the diagnosis of AIDS. 
I 
This new count 
I 
does include the additional cases as reportable now to include 
dementia and the emaciation or the wasting syndrome. This number
1 
is cumulative in Los Angeles County to the end of November, 1987. 
While we are extremely careful not to make comparisons 
between one month or another, there is no evidence that the 
number of cases is going in any direction other than up at this 
time. For October, we reported 192 cases, and for November it . 
was almost 200 ~ases. 
This number of cases is, by itself, motivation for the 
development of a reactive service system to the needs of those 
who are so afflicted. It further, though, is motivation to do 
all possible to prevent escalation of this number in the future. 
I 
The larger picture is the picture which includes a l l of 
those who have been infected by the human immunodeficiency virus ' 
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and who a t t hi s time may manifest thi s infection only by the 
positive an t i body test, if te s t i ng has been done. Based on t he 
assessments comi ng out of the al t ernative t est progr ams and o ther 
studies within Los Angeles, it is va l id t o say that t his 
community a l ready has a lar ge populat ion of i nfected, and the 
estimates range anywhere from 130-150,000 infected indiv i dua l s in· 
Los Angel es . The majority at thi s time are i n t he gay or the 
bise~ual community. 
This dictates an immediate service need in terms of 
evaluation and treatment and support . Such support can occur in 
outpatient clinics in hospitals, or as is becoming more and more 
evident, in alternatives to the patients being in acute care 
hospitals . 
In Los Angeles County, we continue to be impressed with I 
the opportunity which we have in terms of limitation of the 
infection, particularly in the intravenous drug abusing 
community. All assessments to this time have indicated that our 
seropositivity in the drug abusing population, intravenous drug 
abusing population, is below five percent. 
Contrastin~ our picture with that of the Northeast part 
of the Uni ted States, where such ser oprevalence is as h igh as 60 
percent, is good evidence for the development of an i mmedi ate 
response to this articul ar because it i s thr gh t h isJ 
intravenous drug abuse that the i n f ection is anticipated to 
spread further and faster into t he heterosexua l communi t y. And 
of course, in doing tha t , i t wi l l i nvolve more women and more 
chi ldren. 
6 
One aspect of prevent i on i s the r e lation ship to minorit~ 
2 commun i t y activity, and of cou rse a t this time , the Bl ack and thJ 
~ Lat ino community each account for about 15 percent of our cases . 
4 As we v i ew the picture in the Northeast part of the United 
5 States, we see that the intravenous drug abuse picture, as i t 
6 increases inappropriately in terms of population percentage, 
7 touches on minority communities. Of note is that in the City of ' 
8 Pasadena, i n its cases, 32 percent of the cases at this time are 
9 Blacks. 
10 As is well known, the only existing prevent i ve i s 
II education. This education is basically of two types. First 
12 there is the basic knowledge relating to transmission of the 
13 virus. 
14 For members of the general community not now engaged in 
15 high risk activity, this is critical and keeps them from the 
16 possibility of infection. A major example of such a population 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
would be the teenagers and school children in our community. 
Adequate knowledge ' at ' thi s time can prevent infection down the 
road for them. 
The second type of education is that which must be 
directed to those already with a history of engagement in high 
risk activity. This calls for a degree of behavior modification 
or change. Education does not have, to this time, a good record 
in producing behavioral change, but there is the hope that 
because of the fatal nature of this illness, that this may be a 
first and major success. 
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Certainly t here is i ncreasing evidenc e t ha t the gay 
community has heard the message and is doin g more and more with 
r espect to modification of act i vities that can pl ace individuals 
at risk . 
I firmly be lieve tha t we understand t he elemen t s 
involved in t r an smiss i on of t he human immunodefic ien cy vir us . 
The three categories of transmission occur in sexual activi t y , 
the sharing of blood pr oducts which includes intravenous dr ug 
abuse , and congeni ta l tran smis s i on from mot her to infant. 
Wi t h this knowl edge gi ven appr opriat e t o any individual , ! 
t here is n o reason r e l ated t o individual ac t ivity which should 
extend or prolong t he epidemi c . 
I do not deny t hat words are easier than actions, but we1 
I 
do have the unders t anding how to turn around t his ep i demic. It 
calls fo r innovat i ve educat iona l direction , and i t calls f or a 
commitment at a l l l eve l s wi t h t he pr oper funding of such 
education. 
With r espect t o service needs, many sys tems ar e now 
overwhe lmed , and with the f uture pro j ec t ion of infecte d 
individua l s, such sys tems mus t be extended and amplified. 
21 In a humane sense , there are many things that can b e 
22 done to better t he l i ves , a t leas t f or a period of time , for 
23 those who have a di agnos i s of AIDS. Availabilit~ and 
24 1 access i b ility are and wil l be ma jor i ssues as intervent ion 
25 becomes possible for those who have a lready been i n f ected by the 
2h virus. 
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An example a t thi s time i s the quest i on of availab i l ity 
and accessibility of AZT as the maj or element of hope for t hose 
who are infected. I would certainly hope that funding mechan isms 
may be found so that no one must go without this drug at this 
time if it i s indicated and if it is tolerated. At this poin t i~ 
time, for those who are not Medi-Cal eligible, we have AZT, but 
we are limited by 200 percent of poverty in our community . 
That's the criteria for eligibility. That excludes many 
individuals who should be, by the advice of their primary care 
givers, receiving AZT and who face that most difficult decision: 
I 
Must they give up working in order to get down to a level of 
about 11,000 a year before taxes in order to be given this access! 
to AZT. 
In terms of prevention, one of the aspects or the 
factors is seroprevalence. If we are going to appropriately 
target our education, our intervention preventive activities, we 
are going to have the need for understanding of who is infected, 
which parts of .our population. And in the geographical county 
with 4,000 square miles, what part of the county deserves such 
attention . So that testing, as is now the major thrust coming 
out of the federal government, has a role, but it is not the 
answer-all in turning around this epidemic. 
These have been ~eneral comments. I do have a fair 
amount of knowledge of our programs in Los Angeles. I hope that 
the succeeding testimony will be mor e specific as to directions 
and strategies related to the points which I have generally 
discussed at this time. 
9 
I would be mos t happy t o an swer any ques tion s whi ch you 
2 may fee l are indicated. I certainl y thank you f or the act i vi t y 
3 to init i a t e t hi s discuss i on. 
4 CHAIRMAN HART: Thank you ver y much, Dr . Fi nn, for your 
5 test i mony and for your pr esence here today . 
6 I ' d like to ask a couple of questions, but before doi ng ' 
7 so, I'd like to introduce my colleague, Senator Torres, who has 
8 joined u s . He ' s just come from San Franc i sco , where he was 
9 successful i n getting a very subs tantial increase in t he mi nimum 
10 wage in t he State of Cal ifornia. 
II Congratul ations, Senator Torres , and welcome to our 
12 hearing this afternoon. 
13 Two questions I had , Doctor, were, first of al l , earlier 
14 at one of our hearings in San Francisco, we heard quite a bit of 
15 testimony as it relates to t he I V drug using community , about 
16 rehabilitat i on programs and abilities of communities to be able 
17 to respond t o people who are desiring treatment but are not able 
18 to get into treat ment immediate l y. That there's a waiting list, 
19 and sometimes people have to wai t f or a substantial period of 
20 time -- weeks , months -- before they can receive appropriate 
2 1 counseling and treatment. 
22 
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Is t hat a concern of yours here in Lqs Angeles? Is the 
problem a s i milar one in Los Angele s to what we heard in San 
Francis co? 
DR . FINN: Yes , t hat s itua tion i s equally a problem for 
Los Angeles . I t is es t i ma t e d tha t we have between 80-100 , 000 
intravenous drug u ser s in our community. Perhaps 50 of those a t 
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t h i s t ime h av e t h e avai l ab il i t y o f a s lo t, b e i an outp a tie nt 
methadone slo t , ou tpatien t d e t ox , or re s iden t i a l car e . 
10 
We a r e attemp t ing to learn more a bout the o t h e r h a l f of 
our dr ug a bu s i ng c ommuni t y n ow b y the deve l opment o f ou tre a ch 
programs. Bu t in t erms of gett ing t o the s t ree t a ddict -- i f I 
may call the addict such - - we have to do more, or they ' r e s till 
out t h ere a s a target for thi s virus . 
CHAIRMAN HART: The second ques t ion I had was , San 
Francis co sort of has developed its own reputation in t erms of a ' 
treatmen t model and an education model. 
I ' m wondering if you ' re familiar with that mode l , and to1 
what extent do our education and treatment programs here in Los 
Angeles differ in significant ways from that in San Francisco? 
I 
DR . FINN: Well, San Francisco is a very good 
broadcaster of its methodology, and I would say that in general 
we adhere to the same principles. However, we're dealing, as you 
know, with a county of large geographic size compared to a small ' 
area, even in the Bay Area , in its totality. 
Thi s calls for some innovat ion, because we lose thP 
homogeneity of San Francisco when we begin to look at the San 
Fern ando Valley, when we begin to look at the San Gabr i el Val l ey , ! 
way out into Pomona . So, as we app l y education, we have to do i t , 
i n concer t with public thought i n t hose areas, and we also have 
to acknowledge cultural differences. I think in this respec t we 
certainly have a larger problem, not just in terms of n umbers of 
cit i zens, but i n divers i ty of citizens in Los Ange l es County . 
I 
11 i 
I 
That strikes home to minority educat ion and to I 
2 intravenous drug education as a part of that. 
CHAIRMAN HART: What sort of coordinated ro l e, if any, 
4 do you have with the public school system here in Los Ange l es in 
5 terms of AIDS education? 
6 DR. FINN: We have, as I mentioned earlier, the 
7 educational aspect of the Depar t ment of Health Services is under 
8 the AIDS Program Office. And one of the sections re l ates to 
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school children, and that particular unit rel ates to , 
particularly, the County Superintendent of School s , and t o 
individual school districts. 
Although I must indicate that there is varying success 
in promoting AIDS education in school districts. They have a 
degree of autonomy that has been surprising to me. The leader, I 
would have to say, is probably the Los Angeles Unified School 
District, where the Board very early on took a position positive 
with respect to AIDS education and also even funded the 
education. That's our largest district, as I'm sure you know, 
and its smaller amount is voted by its Board and now augmented by 
a new grant that's going to approximate $400,000 . 
CHAIRMAN HART: Are there some schoo l districts in Los 
Angeles County that refuse to participate in AIDS education , or 
that you've found are basically uninterested or uncooperative? 
DR. FINN: I would put it the latter. We don't have 
much force with them, but there is a variability in acceptance 
and enthusiasm. We have to deal with that. 
I 
I 
I 
r 
12 
One of the sugge s tions -- thi s was the day of our new 
2 AIDS Cmmnission -- and one of t he suggestion s made thi s mor ning 
J was that we might have greater success goi ng t hrough t he PTAs 
4 than through t h e school distric t s themsel ves , so we 'll be 
5 investigating that as a possibil i t y. 
CHAIRMAN HART: Thank you v e ry much, Dr. Fi nn. 
7 DR. FINN: Thank you. 
8 CHAIRMAN HART: Our nex t wi t ness is Linda Rodr iguez, 
9 •I who's wi th the Minority AIDS Project in Los Ange l es . 
10 
II 
12 
13 
14 
15 
Viterbi . 
I s Ms. Rodriguez here? Perhaps she'll be coming later. 
Next is the Mayor of the City of West Ho l lywood, Alan 
I don't believe the Mayor is here, but here's his ab l e 
assistant . I 
' I 
I 
16 
MR. KORETZ: My name is Paul Koretz. I'm Deputy to 
Mayor Alan Viterbi, who offers his regrets that he wasn't in 
to be able to testify before you. 
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I we l come you, Senator Hart and Senator Torres, to our 
city. 
This is a very high priority issue for the City of West 
Hollywood . We believe that to effectively address the growing 
AIDS crisis, community organizations, city, county, State a.nd 
11 federal governments must work in a coordinated and concerted 
r 
II 
manner to educate the public, to assist persons with AIDS and 
I 
II 
ARC, to fund AIDS research, and provide AIDS prevention 
information and materials to those at risk for developing the 
disease. 
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We ' ve t aken a very proactive approach . We ' ve funded 
hetween August, 198 5 and June , 1988 a lmos t a mill i on dol l ar s ' 
worth of AIDS-related programs. That work s out per capi t a to 
over $26, which as far as I know i s the highes t amount pe r capital 
of any cit y in t he country i n deal i ng wi t h this . 
The agencies t hat h av e r ecei ved s ome of t h is funding 
I 
are: AIDS Proj ect Los Ange l e s ; Being Alive ; t he People with AIDS1 
I 
Coalition ; Shanti Foun dat i on; the Gay and Lesbian Community 
Services Center Counsel ing Depar tmen t ; Aid for AIDS; West 
Hol l ywood Cares; the Southern California Women for Understanding; ! 
Lesbian and Gay Community Training Project; and the L.A. Gay and 
Lesbian Community Services Center , Edelman Health Clinic. 
In addition to that, we've employed an AIDS legis l ative 
advocate, Helyne Meshar, who's quite able, and I'm sure you've 
all met her, to lobby in Sacramento for the City's position on 
AIDS-related issues and legislation. 
We've also put together a program on AIDS in the 
workplace , and we ' ve created a comprehensive and humane po l icy 
and procedure which guarantees the respect, dignity, and privacy 
of employees with AIDS and ARC, and provides for t he t raining and: 
training of I use of vol unteer advocates , and calls for mandatory 
all City employees in AIDS transmi ssion, prevention and other 
issues. 
In addition , t he City a llows f or cr eativity i n work 
schedul es , work at home opt i on s , and expanded l ong-ter m 
disability plans, as well as in-hou se counseling and i n fo rmation 
and referrals to peop l e living with AIDS and ARC or other 
catastrophic illnesses . 
I 
~ 
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And I have to admit in doing thi s , we onl y r ea l l y b egan 
2 to tak e thi s approach at Ci ty Hall when it hit home and a couple 
3 of our own employees did contract AIDS and died from tha t . And 
I 
4 when you l ook at a city as enl ight ened as ours on t h is i s sue , and• 
5 you consider the fact t hat i t took u s a whi l e to begin t o addr e ss 
6 AIDS in t he workplace, you can imag i ne tha t many cities and mo s t 
7 cor porat i on s are far behi nd in address ing t h is in a s i mil arly 
8 appropr i a t e manner. 
9 We also have addressed thi s in t erms of our bu siness 
10 l icens i ng . When we have adult businesses that come back for a 
It business l icense renewal, we requi re that they dissemina t e 
12 information on safe sex practices and make that one of t h e 
13 conditions that allows their licenses to be renewed . 
14 We've also -- back again on the AI DS in the workp l ace 
15 approach -- we've also had some grief sessions with a 
16 psychologist to help emp l oyees deal with the loss of fel l ow 
17 employees who have died from this catastrophic illness. 
18 Personally, I'm very proud to live and work in a c i ty 
19 that ' s taken this approach and made dealing with this deadl y 
20 illness a h i gh priority . And I have to admit, I've been a l i ttle! 
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bit disturbed that higher levels of government -- the county, the 
I 
State and the federal leve l - - haven't yet followed suit and made 
this as high a priority as we have at the city level . 1 
L 
I Particular ly , I wou ld say , Gov ernor Deukmejian's recent refunding[ 
of trivial amoun t s of tax dol l a r s to each resident of the State 
of Cal ifor nia, r a t her than using those millions of dol l ars that 
were potentia lly ava i l able to b e u s e d in dealing with this deadly 
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i l ne s s wa s an un fortunat e choice of priori ties. But I hope tha t! 
a t the St ate level, that will be r emedied in t he near f uture . 
I thank you f or l e tting me make this pres entation t o 
you. 
CHAIRMAN HART : Thank you, Mr. Koret z . 
Speaking for Senat or Torres and myself , we cert a inly 
share your concern abou t t he l ack of commitment a t various other 
l evels of government, i nc luding the Stat e of California . We ' v e 
done some good things , but we ' ve al so , I t h i nk, made s ome seri ou s! 
mistakes , particul ar l y i n terms of s ome of the ve toes tha t have 
taken pla ce . We ' re not nearly as f ar a l ong as we would like to 
be. 
Let me ask a couple of questions . You men t i oned that 
t he Ci t y of West Hollywood has expended over a mi llion dol l ars i 
AIDS-rel ated programs . 
What is the source of funding? Ar e t hose out of general 
I funds that accrue to West Hollywood , or are those special grants 1· 
that you ' ve received from the State or federal government? 
I 
MR . KORETZ : To the best of my knowledge , those are I II 
I 
I 
don't know, the overwhelming maj or i ty or all of those funds are 
general funds. It's been a very h i gh pr i or i t y of the City, and 
we've fe l t that it was vit al to expend t hose monies to deal with 1 
I 
thi s catastrophic illness. 1 
CHAIRMAN HART : Dr. Finn, I bel i eve , u sed the figure 1 
that there were now over 4,000 cases of person s with AIDS here i nl 
Los Angeles County. 
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Do you keep those kinds of figures for your own city? 
How many cases of AIDS are there, residents who reside in West 
Hollywood? 
MR. KORETZ: To the best of my knowledge, I don't 
believe we have statistics based on purely our own city; at 
least, I'm not aware of them. 
But I can just say on an anecdotal level that it's very 
frequent an e~perience on the part of all of those involved in I 
I 
City Hall and in the City to have people that we know well die of\ 
I 
I 
AIDS. I know I've had the e~perience in one week of having three\ 
people that I knew in the City die of AIDS at the same time. 1 
We've had City Council candidates that have later died 
of AIDS. We've had every profession, every sector of the City 
has had numerous e~amples of people who have contracted the 
illness. 
CHAIRMAN HART: It's sometimes said when people have 
kind of a head-in-the-sand approach to this disease, in Northern 
California the phrase is, "Oh, that's a San Francisco disease." 
Do you hear similar kinds of comments as it relates to 
West Hollywood? I'm sort of interested in to what e~tent you're 
able to work closely with other cities in this area and able to 
generate a concerted effort? Or do you find yourself operating 
too often in isolation from other cities who may not at this 
point feel the impact of the disease as much as you feel here in 
West Hollywood? 
MR. KORETZ: I know occasionally we've been the victim 
of disparaging comments because of our large gay population, and 
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a~ a resu l t , t he l ar ge number of people who hav e contrac t ed AIDS 
o r h uv e t e sted positive. 
We ' re starting to get more cooperation, I t h i nk, f r om 
some of t he other local cities. We ' re currentl y in t he process 
of attempt ing to fund joint l y with Los Ange l es and ot her source s 
an AIDS hospice, for instance, with a site downtown t hat we 're 
l ooking a t . And hopefully, t hat 'll be an examp l e of the kind of 
cooperation that we can put t ogether between the cities in our 
region. 
I t's been shown that, I believe -- I don ' t remember the 
projected year -- that at some point in the next five years, that 
80 percent of hospital beds will be occupied by AIDS patients I 
unl ess we put together a substantial hospice program. And that's! 
one of the things, with Los Angeles and other cities' 
cooperati ons, we hope to begin in the very near future. 
CHAIRMAN HART: Thank you again for your testimony. We 
want to thank the City of West Hollywood for your hospitality 
here today, and ask for your help not only in lobbying for 
legislation that will be of assistance, but a l so to share your 
information and expertise with t he State Legis l ature and other 
communities throughout the state . We look to you for l eadership 
on this issue. 
MR. KORETZ: Thank you , Senator Hart . 
CHAIRMAN HART: Our next wi tness is Judy Spiegel . Is 
Ms. Spiegel here? 
Is Dr. Thomas Mundy here? 
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I guess we're moving along more qujckly than people 
e:>Cpected. 
Thelma Fraziear, the Chief of the Office of AIDS, 
California Department of Health Services. 
We're interested in hearing from Ms. Fraziear about the 
Department's educational efforts and effectiveness, materials , 
and funding as it relates to prevention programs. 
Thank you very much, Ms. Fraziear, for joining us today. 
MS. FRAZIEAR: Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, I 
~~Thelma Fraziear, Department of Health Services, testifying 
today on behalf of Dr. Kizer, who's the Director of the 
Department. 
I'd like to thank you for this opportunity to 
participate in the hearing and to share with you some of the 
progress and plans of the Department in respect to education and 
prevention programs. 
Let me begin first with a brief overview of the Office 
of AIDS. 
The Office of AIDS was created in 1985 to provide 
information and education, epidemiologic investigation and 
surveillance, research and treatment to address public health 
problems related to AIDS. Out of all of the dollars within the 
Office of AIDS, the reatest portion of that money is in the 
Education and Prevention Unit. 
I 
I 
I 
We currently have in that unit a budget of 11.6 ·11· I m1. 1.on, i 
i 
I of which 4.8 million funds a variety of statewide projects, 
including: a toll-free Hotline; an AIDS Clearinghouse; 
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Hemophilia Project; Computer AIDS Information Network; American 
Red Cr oss; California Youth Authority, Department of Education, 
and others. 
The remaining 6.8 million supports local agency-operated 
AIDS educational programs. Although the numerous local 
educational efforts may vary in scope and target groups, the 
majority of the activities are targeted to high risk populations, 
namely homosexual/bisexual men and intravenous drug users. 
Community-based educational programs funded through the 
Office of AIDS are awarded on a competitive basis through a 
process we call a Request for Proposals. The actual funding 
decisions are based upon proposal evaluation and ranking, as well 
as the documented unmet need for educational programs in a given 
service area or for a specific target group. 
In comparison to previous funding periods, this current 
fisca l year's RFP included two major changes which significantly 
impacted the overall configuration of the Office of AIDS. The 
first change constituted a more explicit delineation of the 
target groups to be addressed by the State-funded projects. In 
the previous year, we simply lumped everything together and 
attempted to fund, quote, "high risk groups." 
This year, we split those groups out and funded -- and 
made two efforts to fund homosexual/bisexual men, intravenous 
drug users and their sexual partners, as well as heterosexuals at 
risk, emergency service workers and health care workers. 
As a result of this redefined directive, the funds 
supporting programs targeted to the IV drug user have currently 
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increased from 5 percent to 23 percent. An increase from 18 to 
39 percent of the Education and Prevention funds now support AIDS· 
education programs and activities directed towards the 
homosexual/bisexual male. 
The other major change occurring within this current 
fiscal year is that at least 25 percent of these funds were 
committed to supporting AIDS programs targeted to ethnic 
minorities. The Requests for Proposal that we will release this 
ye.ar will also designate approximately 35 percent of the 
available dollars to support new minority AIDS programs. 
In the near future, the State AIDS Clearinghouse will 
become operational and have the major responsibility for 
I 
i 
i 
I 
' collecting and assessing all educational AIDS materials. Based l 
I 
upon their assessment, the Clearinghouse will be able to identifyJ 
and determine unmet needs for new material development and 
distribution. The Office of AIDS will then be committed to 
I 
I 
I 
I 
support in the efforts directed towards the development of these 1 
I needed materials. 
Relative to the effectiveness of our educational 
programs, in fiscal 86-87, a comprehensive evaluation study was 
performed to assess the effectiveness of State-funded AIDS 
education and prevention programs in changing knowledge levels, 
attitudes, and behavioral intentions of the general public, 
healtl1 care and social service workers, homosexual/bisexual men, 
and intravenous drug users. The study was conducted by the URSA 
Institute, which is based in San Francisco. 
' 
21 I 
In summar y , the repor t finding s indica t e t ha t Californi~ 
2 AIDS community education programs overal l were ver y suc ces sful . 
3 In r egards t o t he high r i sk groups of homosexual/bisexual men, 
4 the s tudy concl uded tha t educa tiona l intervent ions wi t h small 
5 groups ar e mos t e f fec tive in produc ing short-term changes i n 
6 knowl edge and behavi oral intention s with the targeted popul ation. 1 
7 I nter ac tive methods in l ong sess ion, four hours or mor e, are 
8 particul arly effective i n s timula ting positive behav i or change, 
9 at least as measured by behavior al intent. 
10 However , on the other side of t he coin , a s f or 
II intravenous drug users, it was recogni zed that t here ar e gr eater 
12 diffi culties in reaching thi s target group. Based on t he report 
14 
findings, in contrast to the other audience groups , I V dr ug users[ 
exhibit the least positive change i n al l three dimensions of 
15 interest, namely: knowledge , attitude and behavioral int ent. 
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Less success bas been achieved in educating IV drug users with 
traditional methods . Education a l programs directed to t h is high 
i 
risk target populat i on require ma t erial s s pecifically t ai l ored to[ 
the i r educat i onal abilities , cultura l backgrounds, and li f e 
experiences in order to b e suc ce s s fu in controll i ng the spread 
of AIDS. 
Recommendation s in the r eport emphas i ze tha t AIDS 
educat i on pr ograms and message t ar ge t e d a t the IV dru u ser 
community need to inc lude the ac t ive participation and 
invol vement of ind i viduals , agencie s, and groups that have 
estab l ished credibility among thi s target group. 
I 
I 
22 
Cont inued and expanded e ducational e f fort s a re presen t l y 
2 under consideration. A study measuring the outcome and cos t 
3 effectiveness of different types of educational interventions 
4 that is, street outreach, support/smal l groups, and others on 
5 achieving desired behavioral changes is one of the s t udies 
6 currently being considered. 
7 There is currently a lack of comprehensive sero-
X epidemiologic data for human immunodeficiency virus i nfec t ion 
~ among IV drug users in this state. The level of infection has 
10 been found to be about two percent in most areas of the state. 
II I However, it is believed that in San Francisco and possibly other 1 
I 
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areas, that the percentage may be doubling every year. 
As a matter of fact, Dr. Wayne Clark, who ' s the Director! 
of the Alcohol and Drug Program for the City and County San 
Francisco, has reported that the level of HIV infection among San I 
Francisco IV drug users has doubled from 4 percent to 8 percent 
I between 1985 and '86, and may be doubling again. in 1987. 
In an effort to quantify the level of HIV infection 
among I V drug users outside San Francisco and Los Angeles, the 
Department of Health Services has just completed a sera-
epidemiol ogi c survey of persons with self-reported high risk 
I 
22 behavior . Among the 1875 survey participants, 2 percent, or 38, 
23 of the individuals reported a history of IV drug use since 1977 
r- --
24 1 and were found to be HIV positive. Black IV drug users were 
found to be 9-10 times more likely to have become HIV infec ted 
than White or Hispanic IV drug users. 
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These data suggest that while the ov erall infection 
level may be relatively low, there are poo l s of i n fe c t ion 
throughout the state with great potential for increasing the 
spread of AIDS. 
23 
To date, 3 percent of California ' s 10 ,400 AIDS pat ients 1 
have reported IV drug use as the primary risk factor fo r 
infection. As you're aware, this is in stark contrast to I the Ne~ 
York and New Jersey experience, where 30-50 percent of a l l AIDS 
cases are related to IV drug use. 
The well-documented ability of the virus to spread 
rapidly in the IV drug user community and the evidence of 
increasing infection throughout the state should provide us with 
strong motivation to implement aggressive prevention programs. 
At present, 23 percent of the 6.8 million supporting local 
community-based AIDS programs fund educational activities and 
interventions targeted at the IV drug user community. Of the 80 
local agency educational contracts, 76 percent have some 
activities planned for the IV drug user population. Activities 
specified in these contracts include: street outreach; traini ng 
i 
I 
I 
I 
for substance abuse treatment providers; educational session i n I 
methadone clinics; and court-ordered drug diversion programs; and! 
support groups for the se~ual partners of IV drug u sers. 
At present, one of the most promising AIDS education 
i nterventions for the IV drug user communi ty i nvolves direc t 
street outreach and the use of peer education . 
As for those IV drug users desiri ng to enter a drug 
treatment program , there are current l y an e stimat ed 17, 00 0 
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me thadone t r eatmen : s l ots in Cal i forn i a. The Depar tmen t o f 
Alcohol and Drugs recently received a 5 mi llion grant fr om the 
federal government, which is being used partially to expand 
treatment opportunities for IV drug users. The remainder of 
those funds will be used for prevention and education. 
Expanded voluntary HIV antibody testing does p l ay a 
major role in this state's AIDS prevention efforts . Since the 
24 I 
knowledge of one's antibody status may prompt an indiv i dua l to 
'adopt the necessary risk reduction behaviors, HIV antibody 
testing can have major impact on curtailing the spread of the HIV1 
I infection. Through expanded voluntary testing, more HIV persons 
would be identified and provided education on behavior changes 
that would prevent them from transmitting the virus to others or 
from becoming infected. 
Expanding testing to encourage periodic follow-up 1 
serologic testing may also prove beneficial in supporting risk I 
reduction behaviors. Individuals who are seronegative and remain! 
seronegative through periodic testing receive positive 
reinforcement that their behavior changes are beneficial. 
I will stop at this point. Thank you for the 
11 opportunity to present and take any questions. 
CHAIRYJlli HART: Thank you very much. 
I Before we entertain questions, I want to acknowledge the i 
presence of Senator Roberti. 
Senator Roberti, welcome. 
Senator Roberti was instrumental in establishing this 
Select Committee, for which I as the Chair am very grateful , and 
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also has been a great l eader in t he Legi s l a t ure on AI S- r e l a t ed 
issues. 
Let me being by asking a couple of questions, 
Ms. Fraziear. 
Did I understand you correctly that the chances of a 
Black IV drug user in Cali fornia being seropositive are nine or I 
ten times as great as an Hispanic or an Anglo IV drug u ser? I 
MS. FRAZIEAR: That came forward out of the sample study! 
that was done . We tested individual s in 21 clinics t hroughout I 
this state , and although there was an overall 2 percent positive I 
among all groups, it was discovered that the Black I V drug user, I 
there was a 9 percent positivity rate in that population . I 
CHAIRMAN HART: Do you care to speculate or hypothesize I 
on why it is so very, very much greater in that particul ar ethnic 
group than others? 
MS. FRAZIEAR: Understand that is probably speculation 
and nothing more than that. 
Keeping in mind that , first of all, the I V dr ug u ser 
probably is not getting in for heal th care . And t hey probably 
aren't getting in for test i ng . And so , t her e 's pr obably a l ot 
them out there who pr obabl y share a l ot mor e needles. 
So, there are a l ot of t hem out t her e tha t pr obably 
never had a test. It ' s oing t o be e~treme~di£ficul ~o geL 
them in fo r a test. 
Who knows , maybe ther e are more Black IV drug u ser s. 
don't want t o s peculate on tha t, but that i s always a 
possibi l ity . 
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CHAI~~N HART: Anoth e r ques tion I had wa s tha t you said 
t here we r e 17,000 methadone s l ots in Califor nia, and t here are 
federa l grants to expand that. 
Do you have sense as to h ow many peop l e coul d be placed 
in methadone treatment but i n o ther words, is there a wait ing 
list for those 17,000 slots? 
MS . FRAZIEAR: I'm only 
that I got from Alcohol and Drug. 
I'm going by t he i nformation 
Yes, there is a waiting l ist. 
I 
I 
I need to make one clarification on the $5 million. The\ 
$5 million is one time only federal money, so when the money was 
given out to some of the counties, it's my understanding that 
they used a lot of it for prevention and education. 
Given one time money, to put it into methadone treatment 
slots, they would not be able to keep those slots beyond one 
year. 
CHAIRMAN HART: At some previous hearing or in a 
conversation, I was asking about the Department of Health's 
involvement in the IV drug use issue as it's related to AIDS and 
issues like being able to get into treatment. 
And the comment was, " Oh, the Department of Health 
doesn't involve itself really in that. That's the Department of 
Dru and Alcohol issue. We don't see that as our role or 
expertise." 
Is that an accurate characterization of that? What 
' steps are we taking or not taking to coordinate our efforts among1 
different bureaucracies at the State level to see that , you know, l 
whatever needs to be done is done to deal with the problem? 
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MS. FRAZIEAR: We have in f act -- t ha t is not an 
accurate s t atement . We do have an inter agency t ask f orce of t he 
various organization s : Mental Heal t h , Devel opmental 
Disabilities, Alcohol and Drug, Socia l Serv ices . So , we work 
very closel y with those organizat i ons . 
We are pu tting money into I V drug users , t he Department 
of Health i s , but I think the one that we're l ooking a t i s 
basically t he street outreach. I mean, t he nontreat ment addict, 
if you will. 
Granted, we could put money i nto methadone , but we a l so I 
feel we have a popul ation out there t ha t no one ' s t ouching a t 
this point, which is the out of treatmen t addic t . And that is 
the group right now that we're putting our efforts i n t o . 
But we do coordinate with Drug and Alcohol. 
CHAIRMAN HART: Senator Roberti. 
SENATOR ROBERTI: You indicated that the number of Black 
IV drug users are 8 percent of a l arger group. 
Now, what's the larger gr oup? How do you determine 
infected Blacks? 
MS. FRAZIEAR: That's- - what I looked a t at t hat time, 
Senator, was the sample study t ha t we had done with 5,000 
patients -- I mean, 5, 00 0 persons. 
SENATOR ROBERTI: This was 8 p ercent of your sampl e - -
MS. FRAZIEAR: Eight percent of our samp l e . 
SENATOR ROBERTI: How was the sample put together? 
MS. FRAZIEAR: We tested - - we u sed 21 cl i n i cs i n 
various counties and did some b lind t es ing, i f you wil l, t he 
money went to testing, to get a sen se of wher e the - -
28 
SENATOR ROBERTI : These are clearly people who were 
2 addicted? 
3 MS. FRAZIEAR: Well, we used Sexually Transmitte d 
4 Disease Clinics, we used some of our methadone t reatment c lin i cs, 1 
5 and basically many of them were self- reported. 
6 SENATOR ROBERTI: Could one reason be t hat t her e is l ess 
7 education in the Black area on sterilization pr eparation s I 
8 hate to even raise the point -- on how to inj ect yourse l f? 
9 MS. FRAZIEAR: I think up until this current year, 
10 because the disease started in the homosexual population, that 
II not only in the IV drug users community as it relates to Blacks, 
12 but we didn't do a lot in the IV drug user community at all. So 
14 
that any educational effort that is made is really just getting 
started in this current fiscal year. 
I 
I 
i 
15 
16 
17 
SENATOR ROBERTI: What are we doing, or you doing, or is
1 
the State doing right now to educate people on how to prevent the 
spread the AIDS through IV drug use? 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
24 
25 
26 
27 
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MS. FRAZIEAR: Basically what we ' re going to be doing 
is, we are going to be training community outreach people, 
persons who are from within the community, who are able to go 
in the community and provide education. 
I know there's some controversy on whether or no t we 
should provide written stuff, but my --
SENATOR ROBERTI: Provide what? 
MS. FRAZIEAR: Written information or written 
literature, but my feeling on that is that you can do a much 
better job i f you're out there in the community, wal king the 
I 
I 
out! 
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st r eet , and really able to tell the person what t hey can or 
cannot do. That's goi ng to be t he best effort. 
And that ' s in essence wha t a l ot of the pro j ects are 
doing and what we wi l l be doing over a l l . 
SENATOR ROBERTI : And it would occur within , I would 
29 
suspect, a controlled group of people who are already suf f er i ng 
from the problem of over drug use? 
MS. FRAZIEAR: Well , I won ' t s ay i t ' s going to be in a 
controlled group. 
I look at it from two perspectives. First of all, t he 
IV drug user who's out there i n t he streets probab ly i s nev er 
going to come into a formal sett i ng. I 'm not going t o get t hat 
person into a clinic. 
So, you're going to have to go into the communities 
where they're sitting on the corner, or the various houses t hat 
they visit. 
The other population that I think is important is the 
partner of the IV drug user. And we're al so going to have to 
start to try to reach that gr oup and sincerely hope that they 
will take t he word along with t hem. In other words , help us do 
the educat i on once they get t he i nformation. 
So, I don ' t want to say i t ' s going to be con trolled. 
SENATOR ROBERTI : Right . 
Are there any written materials avai l ab l e right now t hat 
are put ou t by any publicly funded agency? 
MS . FRAZIEAR: There are a number of written materials . 
Most of the organizations, because some t i mes t he St a t e has a 
30 ~ 
little censorship pol icy, most of the organi zat i on s wil l use 
2 other funds that they get from other privat e sources to do the 
3 educational l iterature. They have used some of our fund s , but 
4 they usual l y try not to do that. 
SENATOR ROBERTI: Is it your fee l i ng tha t written 
6 information is essential? 
7 MS. FRAZIEAR: It is very essent i al, but I a l s o think 
8 the word has to get out, too. Somet i mes we l eave someone a 
9 document who simply throws it in the trash can. I 
10 Perhaps if we talked to the individual ahead of t ime, asj 
I I well as give him a document, it becomes much more beneficial. 
12 SENATOR ROBERTI: Thank you. 
13 CHAIRMAN HART: Senator Torres had a question, I 
14 believe. 
15 SENATOR TORRES: Yes, Ms. Fraziear , I appreciate the 
16 opportunity to have you here and congratulate you on the 
17 tremendous effort that you've been doing with not enough support, 
18 as far as I'm concerned, from the administration on issues that 
19 are important, especially written information. 
20 Clearly, the educational materials which Senator Hart 
2 1 and others fought so hard for in the legislative session, are 
22 important. 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
--~ I am concerned, however, about your comments regarding 23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
testing . And just what is the administration's position , or is 
it just your personal position in representing the Department of 
Health Services, regarding the nature of testing? 
31 
You i ndicate d in your t e s timony that testing ough t to 
2 t ake place per iodi ca lly ; tha t those who h ave r ec e i ved negative 
I 
3 result ar e reinforced psychol ogical l y by r ec e i v i ng t hose r esults. l 
4 But I' m s t il l unc l ear as t o what is t h e position of the 1 
5 administration on t e s ting? Ar e we advocating, or wi ll we be 
6 seeing l egislat ion by the a dmi nistr ation advocating f or mandatory 
7 test i ng for t he HI V v iru s among r i sk gr oups? Or a r e we go ing to 
8 be advocating for manda t ory t est ing across- the - board i n 
9 California? 
10 What is the nature of the t esting i ssue with respec t to 
II the Depart ment of Heal th Services? 
12 MS. FRAZIEAR: Maybe I misread that wrong . 
13 No, my emphasis , and thus far the administration 
l4 emphasis, is on voluntary testing . But when I talked about 
15 
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testing, it was not mandatory. 
One of the things that i s happening, t hough, is I think 
we only right now have the anonymous testing si t es . What I woul dj 
like to see is that there be vo l untary testing -- and I underl ine! 
vo l untary testing -- i n some of our clinics out ther e , in f ami ly j 
planning, maternal and child hea l t h, and in primar y care centers I 
for those individual s who would l ike to be tes t ed on a 
confidential basis. At least they 'd have some place t o go . 
I don ' t thi nk 
should test anyone who comes up with a negative , and then we give 
him t he impression t ha t t hat mean s you're negative for l ife . We 
need to provide some educat ion so that they wi ll know that , you 
know, that the vir s is a laten t v i rus, and t hat they r eally need 
2 
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I 
to consider what they ' re doing , or to come back in within a three1 
I 
to six month period of time for another test. 
SENATOR TORRES: So, you're advocating mandatory 
voluntary testing. 
MS. FRAZIEAR: No, not mandatory . Voluntary. The same 
thing we have right now. We do not have mandatory. 
What we say is, if an individual wanted a test, we'd I ~ il have alternative test sites out there that they could go into. 
1\ That's the same principle, except we're going to put it 
~ ~ 
~ 
I 
I 
I II 
I 
I 
I 
in the clinics where it can be more accessible to indivi dua l s, 
but on a confidential basis. They still have to sign the consent! 
and everything. It is not mandatory. I 
SENATOR TORRES: So under the present administration 
i 
guidelines, testing for the virus is vo l untary? 
MS. FRAZIEAR: Voluntary; that's correct. 
SENATOR TORRES: But you are advocating voluntary 
retesting? 
MS. FRAZIEAR: Not -- no, we've said this all along, 
Senator. 
24 f 
We always say, in any counseling or any education that 
is given out there, the post-counseling should indicate that just 
because you are a negative, do not feel that you're safe. And 
they should be also indicating to these people that, you know, 
based on your sexual life style, you real l y should b e coming back 
in for testing. They should be doing that right now. 25 
26 SENATOR TORRES: No, I agree with what your pos i tion is. ! 
27 I just want to make sure as to where you're going with this. 
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So, do you have the necessary fund s to prov ide thi s k i nd 
of dir ection and f ocu s ? 
MS. FRAZ I EAR: Wha t we have done this year , one of the 
things we di scover ed in t he a l t ernat i ve test sites when we took a 
l ook at who wa s going ther e now, is that we are get t i ng a l ot of I 
the he t erosexua l popu l at i on who are going in fo r an onymou s 
t e s ting . 
The feel ing is tha t i f t hose s ame t ests were offer ed in 
some pl ace that they ' re probab l y going to go - - if a woman i s 
pregnant , she's probabl y going to go in for prenat a l care - - I 
think once that individual goes i n, t hey ought to be gi ven 
information and let know that t here's a possibil ity tha t t hey can I 
take the test. If they say, "No, I don ' t want it ," t ha t' s i t , 
but at least they ' l l have received the education on that . 
SENATOR TORRES : All right. 
What direction is t he Department of Heal t h Services 
going and what funds do they have available to them, to you , to 
increase the education among the IV drug users in Cal i forn i a? 
MS. FRAZIEAR : We took money of t his cur r en t year ' s 
budget. We took approximate l y $900 , 000 out to get the program 
off t he ground in terms of training outreach workers . We will 
get t hat off the ground beginning January the firs t. We 'l l 
probab l y use that same money for next year if it ' s s till in the 
budget . 
SENATOR TORRES : Wha t do you need i n addition to what 
you have now? 
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MS. FRAZ I EAR : Senator Torres, that ' s very diffi cul t to 
say. 
SENATOR TORRES: Come on, Thelma . I 'm sure you've 
thought about it. Tell us what you fee l you need to combat this. ; 
I 
If anyone has read the Shilts book -- [Ed: Randy Shi l ts , 
And The Band Played On] 
MS. FRAZIEAR: I ' ve read i t. 
SENATOR TORRES: these questions were asked years I 
ago, and people did not tell us what they needed publicly. I I 
think it's important, because I've known you for many years, an d I 
I . 
you are of a character that will tel l the truth and honestly as 
to what you need to combat this disease that you don't have now. I 
MS. FRAZIEAR: I think we have to look at the disease in! 
its entirety. 
While I would be the first to agree that I think AIDS 
prevention i~ absolutely necessary, I also think that I have to 
take a look at what's happening in the whole treatment arena out 
there. 
One of the greatest efforts -- things that we ' re going 
to have this year facing us, and not only in the IV drug user 
population, and the homosexual popul ation, is going to be 
alternatives to institutionalization. The whole --
SENATOR ROBERTI: I missed that. Is what? 
MS. FRAZIEAR: Alternative hospices, home health care, 
those kind of services are going to be desperately needed. 
I think we're going to have to do more in the IV drug 
' user population, and we're going to have to use nontraditional 
methods. The traditional Master's l evel health educator is no t 
going to go into the IV drug using community. 
35 
We ' re going t o have to use those people who have been 
2 there , who are accustomed to go i ng into t hose communitie s, and 
3 who're accustomed to really wor king with them. That 's going to 
4 
5 
6 
I 
li 
mean some training. 
you ' re just going to 
what the whole AIDS 
I mean, we aren ' t t a l k ing about people that 
send out there. We fir s t hav e t o tell t hem 
thing is all about. 
I 
7 
II 
So, that' s going to take time and effort, but t hat stilll 
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remains where we need to go. We're t a l k ing about a population of 
IV drug users t hat is going to be ex t reme ly difficult t o reach. 
SENATOR TORRES: Have you talked t o George about this? 
MS . FRAZIEAR: George? 
SENATOR TORRES: Deukmejian. 
(Laughter.) 
MS. FRAZIEAR: Well, I preach this every day, so it 
isn't like I'm saying anything I haven't preached over time. 
SENATOR TORRES: Well, h as he heard it? 
MS. FRAZIEAR: Wel l, I don't know. I think he has. I 
18 think we've gotten some more money in the budget. 
19 I think the one thing I should say in all fairness is 
20 that we do need time to sit down and plan . One of the problems 
21 that I had when I first walked in this job was, there was no I I 
22 planning going on. We were just putting out money out there , not l 
really knowing what we were doing. 
.._ 
24 
25 
26 
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II I think we have t o have tha t kind of time to do it , I .I 
[[ I II 
rather than to just be putting ou t ther e on t op of I money money. I 
I 
I 
I 
That's not to say that I don ' t think we 'll ever need any more I 
I 
money, but I think you have t o g i ve u s time to pl an for t he k inds ! 
of t h ings t hat we need to do in thi s whol e AIDS ep idemic. i 
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SENATOR TORRES: Well here you have a very powerful 1 
2 Senator, the President of the Senate, who's waiting to listen hoJ 
3 ' much money you're going to need next year. I 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Do you have an amount? 
MS. FRAZIEAR: No, I don't. I'm sorry, I really don 't. 
SENATOR TORRES: Will you have an amount? 
MS. FRAZIEAR: Well, but not today. 
CHAIRMAN HART: It's only a few days before Christmas . 
9 Santa's making his list, checking it twice. 
10 SENATOR ROBERTI: Have you recommended an amount to the 
II Governor? He's preparing his budget State of the State, so I 
12 have to believe that either you directly or through the Secretary 
13 of your agency, someone has come up with some sort of an amount 
14 to the Governor. 
15 MS. FRAZIEAR: Well, let me just say what we've done. 
16 We have come up with some ideas and some plans in terms of where 
17 we think we should be going with the AIDS program. 
18 
19 
20 
I will let them put the dollar amount on there. I have 
refused to put the dollar amount on. 
SENATOR ROBERTI: I think you're doing a very good job, 
21 but I think what you're saying is symptomatic of what we've all 
22 
23 I 
said about this administration. You may not necessarily be the 
erson to harangue on that. l. 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
SENATOR TORRES: But she's here. 
(Laughter.) 
SENATOR ROBERTI: But the administration wants to do 
things, but they think things can be done without talking about 
dollars and cents. 
I 
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What I hear f rom you today is exac t ly what we ' v e heard 
2 f or the l as t coup l e of years , t h i s incredib le a t ti tude . 
3 I ' m not talk ing about you pers onal l y , but it 's as if 
4 this ma jor hea lth prob l em can be t rea t ed without any dis cu s sion 
5 of financ i al encumbrances on any of u s . That' s what this part ofl 
6 your t es timony is tel l i ng me. 
7 Pl ease r elay t he message . 
8 
9 
10 
MS . FRAZ I EAR: I wi ll r e l ate the me ssage. 
SENATOR ROBERTI : If they haven ' t heard it already . 
CHAIRMAN HART: One l ast ques t ion I would like t o ask is 
II about contact tracing. 
12 Does the Department or do you personally have a view on 
13 contact tracing? We hear a lo t about that in Col orado and other 
14 places . Does the Department have a position on cont ac t tracing? 
15 MS. FRAZIEAR: Currently there is some cont act tracing 
16 going on in some of the counties, but it is entirel y up to the 
17 counties whether or not they want to do that. Generally what 
18 
19 
they do is, they do it through their Sexually Transmi t ted Disease 
clinics. It's not a statewide effort, and we don ' t have anything 
I 
I 
on that , and no policy, per se . 1 20 
I I personally have no problems with contact tracing , but 
I 
I think we have to be very careful i n terms of how we do it . I I 
21 
22 
23 think we do have to maintain confiden ti alit . I think we should I 
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not t ake anonymou s phone c a ll s rel ativ e t o thi s and ca l l people 
becau se it creates a pr oblem. 
I think f irs t of a ll we need to t ry to ge t the 
individua l to t e ll t he pers on about the ir s tatus. And I think, 
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on the other hand, some thing tha t' s going to be entirely costly, 
and I have heard that -- let ' s see, IV drug users have 
approximately 12-20 partners per month. I don't know how true 
that is, but if you get into that , it becomes a big ticket item 
in terms of trying to do contact tracing on a statewide basis. 
CHAIRMAN HART: Thank you very much for your testimony. 
I understand that Dr. Mundy has arrived. We passed over• 
him and moved on. 
Is Dr. Mundy present? 
We appreciate your joining us this afternoon. Dr. Mundy\ 
is with the Department of Pediatrics at Cedars Sinai Medical 
Center. 
DR. MUNDY: Senator Hart , Senator Roberti, and I turned 
around and --
CHAIRMAN HART: Senator Torres is here somewhere. 
DR. MUNDY: I'm sorry for being late. I'm sorry for not 
having more prepared remarks, but seem to never have the time to 
prepare them, so I just have a few notes to myself. 
You had asked me in particular to talk about a study on 
neonates that I'm involved in at Cedars Sinai, a study which has 
gotten some notoriety in the last few weeks. 
What we are doing is sort of the second wave of 
The first wave, ~ 
which really came into vogue in 1986, and which we began in 1985, 
transfusion-related AIDS "Look Back" studies. 
is to look at recipients from donors who later have AIDS or are 
anti-positive. That part of the study we have already completed . ! 
Other places are just beginning doing that sort of study now. I 
I 
I 
I 
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What we're doing on our neona t es, or prematur e infants 
2 born at Cedar s and who rece i ve t rans fus i on s is notifying and 
3 calling back every neonate who got a tran s fusion as opposed to 
4 ones tha t we know anything about the donor of . This is sort of 
5 phase t wo of t he look back t ype studies. 
6 And for s ome reason a t times we have been cri t i c i zed for ' 
7 no t doing this study sooner . As far as we know, we wer e the 
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firs t hospita l in the nat i on doing this sort of "Look Ba ck" s tudyl 
to recall back all transfusi on recipi ents. We know we ' re the I 
f i rs t neonatal intensive care unit doing this sort of s t udy. I 
I 
We ' re a lso the first pl ace that t he Centers for Disease Con t rol j 
has - - I 
SENATOR ROBERTI: How many call backs is that procedure?! 
DR. MUNDY, That -- there were 2500 babies who were I 
admitted to the nursery in those years. We have about 500 I 
admissions per year, and we're doing roughly five years. I 
Of that 2500 babies, about 700 got t r ansfusions. So, I 
I 
it's about 700 babies that we're trying to l ocate the fami l ies of 
and call t hem back in. 
One thing that's interesting about transfu s i on-rel ated 
studies, I think people think that any hospital can punch two 
buttons on their computer and send out l etters t o everybody who 
I 
I 
I 
_I 
T 
ever got a transfusion. It's not near l y so simpl e. 
We knew that abou t 30 percent of t he babies i n our I I 
intensive care unit had gotten t r an s fus i on s . 
I 
Wha t we didn't know 
was which 30 percent had gotten tran s fu s i ons . It took three 
people working essential l y fu ll-t i me four mont h s t o f i nd out 
which 700 out of the 2500 had actua lly gott en t r an s f usion s . 
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I f there ' s any press around, I should mak e s trongly the 
comment that other than the 700 that got transfusions, we are no t : 
at all concerned about -- if you did not get a transfusion, no 
matter which hospital or nursery you were in, you were not at 
risk for getting transfusion-related AIDS. 
And clearly, of that 700 who did get transfusions, only 
an extremely small percentage of those will be infected. 
By our data so far, we have currently contacted about 
I 
half of those children, about 350. I We have notified the parents ; 
and the parents have consented to have testing on about 230 or so 
of those, and at most it looks like 2-3 percent will be infected. \ 
I 
That is not a large percent and not a large number of 
babies, bu t remember, we've identified some 20 or so now through 
various studies, looking at every nook and cranny for any 
children infected through transfusion. And we're the only 
neonatal unit in the state that's looking. There must be 
hundreds of transfused neonates, if not thousands, in the State 
of California, not to mention in the U.S., that have been 
infected through transfusion. 
SENATOR ROBERTI: What is the last year on the 
transfusion? 
DR. MUNDY: What? Before t he --
SENATOR ROBERTI: Before the newer procedures took 
pl ace? 
DR. MUNDY: March of 1985 was when we started testing . 
Cedars and the Irwin Memorial Blood Bank were the first two 
places to institute HIV antibody testing in California. It was 
i 
I 
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i n general April to May of '85 f or t he re s t of the hospitals in 
2 the state. 
3 The years we chose for the s tudy were January 1 of 1980 
4 through March 12th of 1985. That ' s t he day we s t ar t ed test ing . 
5 
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12 
13 
We designed that with the Cen ters f or Disease Control . 
It's a little worrisome that about s i~ month s subsequent to that, 
they began to have some reservations about t he blood supply in 
1979 and possibly even 1978. 
We are not through the study go i ng back that 
we designed it with the CDC, but there's a ques t ion of 
a littler farther now. 
far, and 
going bac~ 
As I said, it looks like at most, 2-3 per cent of the I 
population in whom we know nothing about the donor, we do not 
14 know if the donor was later positive , may be positive . Bu t that 
15 could translate to hundreds if no t thousands of children in 
16 California. 
17 I would welcome any other hospital doing the same sort 
18 
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of studies that we're doing. The interpretation has been t hat 
because Cedars Sinai is l ooking at thi s popul ation, there must be 
a worse problem there. 
I will not say that I know for sure the incidence at 
Cedars is no higher than five or ten miles either direction, or 
in Northern Californi a , or any other hosp i tal, but I wi l l say for 
sure that nobody knows that it is h i gher . An d it could be that 
percentage at ever y neonatal unit i n t he St ate of California . 
Other places really aren't looking a t t heirs . 
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We are l ucky becaus e we have good f unding fr om t he 
Centers for Disease Control and are doing the study, and are 
getting incredibly hard and expensive th i ngs for every b l ood bank! 
to do. 
Just as this sort of study may identify hundreds of 
children infected with the AIDS virus, I want to share a lit t l e 
data to point out the magnitude of t he problem of pediat ric AIDS. 1 
I I can tell you about Los Angeles County, and then you can 
e~trapolate for the rest of the state. 
There is -- I think every organization in the state has I 
And the Academy of Pediatrics I 
in our Southern California has such an ad hoc committee, which is! 
I 
an ad hoc committee for AIDS now. 
really five or six or seven of us that are mostly pediatric 
immunologists that see the bulk of the AIDS patients. 
We had -- for the last year or so we've been meeting 
regularly and chuckled at the numbers that L.A. County carries as 
pediatric AIDS patients, because some 
had more than the County was saying the entire number was, and 
collectively we knew we had several times as many . 
In March and April of this year, we did a very informal 
study where we mailed a questionnaire to eleven pediatricians or 
hospitals in the County that we were certain would have seen some, 
AIDS atients. Of that eleven, five or six were us on the 
committee. 
At the time the County of Los Angeles said t hat ther e 
were 18 children under 13 with AIDS in Los Angeles County . Out 
of that survey, we found 183 children that were infec t ed with the I 
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AIDS virus , t en t i mes t he number tha t the County was car r y i ng. 
Even if you counted only CDC defined AIDS, which we asked people 
to do, living or dead, there were 35 , which is a factor of two 
over what the County bad counted. 
It is partially a probl em of recogni t ion by 
pediatricians. It's partially a reporting pr oblem, and i t ' s 
partially a problem of some county i nsti tutions not having the 
resources to really pull those number s in in the way that they 
should. 
We sent this as sort of an editorial comment to the 
judge. The pediatrics bottom line i s, if we would agree we bad 
not the 18 pediatric AIDS pat ients the County has carried but we I 
really have almost ten times that number, in a county the size of 1 
Los Angeles that translates into a major problem of 183 infected I 
children, all of whom in the future may become ill and may die . 
It really points out the magnitude of the problem. Clearly that 
183 is not every child in Los Angel es County. We only sent the 
questionnaire to pediatri c specialists whom we knew would have 
I 
seen AIDS. It doesn't count any of the ones that would have beenl 
missed by people in general pediatrics. 
I was going to say, you seemed particularly interested 
I in what we coul d do to preven t the spread of AIDS in California. I 
t 
And S Qecificall~ that for edi atric s what we can do is di scuss 
AI DS and d i scuss AIDS risk factors with women of ch ildbearing age; 
' 
so they wi ll not bear children with AIDS . 
Transfusion-related AIDS has ceased to be a problem. 
There ar e essentially no new infections with t he AIDS v i r u s 
through transfusion in the country today . We ' ll continue t o see ' 
2 AIDS deve l op i n pat i ents who were i nfected before 1985, but no 
3 new AIDS admissions. 
4 A coup l e of t h ings t hat wi l l not be useful i n preventing 
5 the spread of AIDS to ch i ldren woul d be mandator y either marriage1 
I 
6 testing or test i ng of all pr egnant women. There was a n i ce 
7 article in t he J ournal of t h e Ameri can Medical Association about 
8 three months ago , go i ng through the numbers on t he cos t and t he 
9 yield of marriage testing. There are about 2% million marriages 
10 in the country a year. If you assume two people per marriage, 
II that's about 5 million tests a year, which would cost 
12 conservatively $100 million to carry out. 
13 A $100 million is more than the education budget on AIDS 
14 for the entire nation. So you would be spending more than all 
15 I 
I 
16 
your education efforts just to test married couples. You would 
identify fewer than 500 infections that way. You will tell 
SENATOR ROBERTI: Fewer than 500 infections --
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testing. 
DR. MUNDY: By testing every -- by mandatory marriage 
SENATOR ROBERTI: Out of 100 million? 
DR. MUNDY: Not $100 million. 
SENATOR ROBERTI: Out of 2~ million. 
DR. MUNDY: That's 2% million marriages . 
SENATOR ROBERTI: And you 'd only come up with 500? 
DR. MUNDY: Right. 
SENATOR ROBERTI: Why is that? 
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DR. MUNDY: It ' s in general quit e a low r i sk population. 
If you wer e testing that many I V drug user s or gay ma l e s , you ' d 
come up wi th a very h i gh number. You are t es t ing a popul ation , 
s i nce they're getting married , tha t i s predominan t l y , presumabl y,1 
heterosexual and therefore not at very high r i sk . Part of the 
ar gument statistically for not test ing mandatori l y a t leas t l ower! 
risk popu l ations. 
The other data that comes out t hat ' s ex t reme l y 
important , you would tell approximate l y 300 infect ed peopl e 
you would tell approximately 300 tru l y infected peop l e t hat t hey 
were not infected. In other words, your false negat ives. 
you would tell about 200 people unin fected t hat they wer e 
infected, your false positives. 
And 
SENATOR ROBERTI: How many false negatives did you say 
that would be? 
DR. MUNDY: I ' m sorry? 
SENATOR ROBERTI: How many false negatives? 
DR. MUNDY: It's 350 fal se negatives; 200 f a l se 
positives. 
I did not have a chance to pul l t ha t paper r i ght before 
I came over. I would send i t a l ong f or i nc l usion in the 
proceedings if you ' d like. It' s quite a good paper on the data . 
I 
I 
i 
I
I 
I 
I t turns out there ar e approximate l y as man bir t h s as 
there are marriages a year , and the same would hold if you were 
testing a ll pregnant women, because it too is a l ow risk 
population . Not t ha t you wouldn ' t prevent any infec tions , but on 
the pr event i on per doll ar y i e ld, not nearly enough infections . 
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The things that we can do are to di scuss AIDS ri sk 
factors with women of chil d bearing age from doing that, 
hopefully before they become pregnant. And if t hey des i re 
testing then, be able to provide confidential or anonymous 
testing at that time so they don ' t become pregnant. 
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And the other thing strongly to be done for prevent ing 
AIDS transmission in children and educate the pub l ic in gener al 
is education about AIDS in the public health system. I would 
commend Senator Hart for his bill last year, which did not make 
it into final signature by the Governor, and perhaps ask that 
maybe something could be worked out to satisfy the Governor's 
relations about that bill in the new session. I think the 
Senator got caught between the Governor and Mr. Honig, and that's 
not a convenient place to be. 
In fact, I saw in Mr. Margolin's office yesterday a 
picture where you, Senator Roberti, were sitting bet ween the 
Governor and Mr. Honig. And I commented at the time that that 
was not a position I would like to be in. 
SENATOR ROBERTI: No, no. 
Of course, sometimes it's nice to have somebody sit 
between me and the Governor. 
(Laughter.) 
DR. MUNDY: The importance of education in school, I 
think , is several-fold. 
One, schools are places t hat we are used to learning . 
And therefore , it's a nonint imidat i ng setting for AIDS education. i 
Many minority groups, especially, will strongly avoid going to 
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any AIDS seminars because they would be perceived to be in a hig~ 
risk group . Having those sort s of seminars at school, where not \ 
I 
only the children would get the education but the teachers and 1 I 
the parent s woul d get the education, wi ll really be a I 
nonintimidating site for t he public to get better AIDS education. ! 
Our teachers in the public schools are logical educat or s! 
I 
about AIDS in general . It's an excel l ent place to get to parents! 
for general AIDS education in a sort of nondiscriminational l i ght\\ 
as well as risk reduction educat i on. 
I 
Several things that would be useful specifical ly for 
chi l dren regarding HIV infection, we need pediatric t r eatment 
centers. I would commend Mr. Fi l ante's bill of last year that 
basically sets up some sort of drug testing for California , even I 
if the FDA doesn't go along. 
Tr aditionally the Food and Drug Administration has 
wanted drugs to be totally tried and approved for use in adults 
before they begin the studies in ch ildren. 
That is not acceptable for AIDS and HI V infection. One 
of the cal l s I took just before coming over was a call f rom 
I 
I 
I 
Burroughs Welcome in Nor th Carolina , giving me the resul ts on 
blood l evel s of AZT in a chil d who I was t reating with AZT. 
Unfortunately, we don ' t know ver y well exact l y what dose of drug 
to use in children, and those studies dras tically need t o be 
----,-
done. If those studies had been done now 18 months ago, when we 
began adult t rial s with AZT, we wouldn' t be having t o dr aw drug 
I levels to know exactly what dose t o u se. And unf ortunate l y, the 1 
calls on the dr ug level came 48 hour s aft er tha t patient exp ired . ! 
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Al so, if I had been able to us e AZT in chi l dren 18 or 
even 12 or even 6 months ago, I woul dn' t be going t o memorial 
services on Sunday morning. 
SENATOR ROBERTI: It ' s your feel i ng we' r e slow i n 
all owing new drugs to be obtainable by the publ ic? 
48 
DR . MUNDY: Yes, definitely. And particularl y s l ow in 
even beginning the trials for drugs i n children. 
There are now three drug trials going on for ch i ldren 
using AZT. They are all three on the East Coast; two are in 
cities where there is not background pediatric AIDS. One i s at 
the NIH , one is at Duke, neither of which has lar ge populations 
of children with AIDS. The other ' s in Miami, wher e t here is. 
I 
The NIH has actually called our patients i n California ! 
I 
and asked them to come back there for study wi thout cal l ing their! 
physicians. And wants them to come to the NIH and spend a f ull 
month in their unit getting IV AZT, and come back there for 48 
hours every month. 
For parents that realize they may not have their child 
around many more months, they're not willing to spend 28 days of 
it in Bethesda . 
SENATOR ROBERTI: Why are we slow? · Is it just 
bureaucracy, no money, overly cautious? 
DR. MUNDY : As I said, the FDA has always been cautiou s 
-- I'm not sure overly cautious -- on drug testing in chil dren. 
They have wanted to go through years of adult trials befor e even 
beginning the trials in children. 
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We have always been conser vative - - perhaps overly 
conservative -- about new drugs i n children . I f you ' re t alking 
about using a new and fancy antib iotic that is onl y r ep l acing 
last year's antibiotic, I would agree with being conservative 
over new drug trials in children, because they may have diffe r ent 
side effect s, and you may cause i ll more than harm. 
In a disease where the life expectancy may be 6 , or 9, 
or 12 months, we can't wait 18 mont hs to begin drug trial s in 
children. 
I 
I think pressure needs to be borne on the FDA for fas t er\ 
I 
drug trials on children, and also part of the drug treatment 
units to be done in California should definitely include 
pediatric trials. There is very much an East Coast bias by the 
FDA on doing the trials in the East Coast and doing it very 
slowly on children. 
The drug trials on children didn ' t begin until well over 
17 a year after good results with AZT. Not just beginning the AZT 
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trials, but knowing that there were good resul ts. 
It turns out that the data out of the NIH study is that 
1 
t here are fewer side effects in chil dren t han they saw in adults. 
I 
It l ooks like it is easier to use and safer in children, but they 
I 
began the trials much later . 
One other California Rroblem, I woul d say abou 
two-thirds to 75 percent of the drugs in t he Physic i an's Desk 
Reference, the so-called PDR, say that t hey are not specif i cal ly 
approved for use in children. That does no t mean we do not use 
them in children; it just means we're hanging out in the breeze 
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as far as ma l prac t ice because they are not spec i fically approv ed ' 
for use in children. 
Within a week after AZT was appr oved for use i n adults, 
and Burroughs Welcome had dropped the old distribution ne t work , 
where we had t o go dir ectl y t o Bur r oughs Wel come, I began 
chi l dren on AZT. I Private insur ers so far - - and knocking on wood 
-- have cover ed that. I even know of one health maintenance 
organization t hat has covered t hat care . 
I 
I California Children ' s Servi ces, on the other h an d , i s 
refusing to pay for AZT because it is not specifically .for use 
children. In spite of Ms. Waters' bill of two years ago that 
said that California Medi-Cal would begin paying for a drug as 
i~ 
soon as it was approved, I believe, even for investigational use . 
CCS has not read those regulations that way and is refusing to 
pay for children on CCS who are otherwise covered for their HIV 
infecti0n, but they're not paying for AZT in children. 
The final thing, I think, would be terribly useful for 
children is alternative or confidential test sites for children. 
These are well-funded . There are now five or six in the County 
of Los Angeles, which is an expansion of Mr. Roos' bill from now 
three or four years ago, but the State requests -- and I believe 
for very good reason -- that those alternative test sites not 
perform testing on children under 12 years of age. The 
I 
counseling before and after testing, and even the physical naturei 
of drawing the blood, is much different for children than it is 
for adults. I think it is probably wise that those centers not 
be doing testing on chi ldren. 
I 
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But there is no cen t er in the State of Califor n i a where 
2 a child under 12 can get confidenti al or alternative s ite 
3 testing. When there was so much publicity about the study I was 
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doing, and luckily we're funded for doing lots of test i ng, we 
were getting calls not only from al l the county bu t all over the 
state, "Could you test my child?" Unfortunately , most -- many of! 
I 
the calls that we got didn't fit the criteria of our study; we're\ 
looking at Cedars patients. Bu t it really pointed out that there! 
is no place that the parent can take a child t hat they thi nk is 1 
in a high risk group, whether they ' re in a high risk gr oup 
because mother is in a high risk group, or because they got 
transfusions, or because they're a hemophiliac, there is no 
confidential or alternative test site for doing that . 
I couldn't talk about my study in AIDS testing without 
saying another word about confidentiality, which is what I have 
said before. When committees in Sacramento begin thinking about 
1 relaxing the conf~dentiality rules -- not when something gets out 
of committee; not when something passes one or the other House; 
not when somethin'g i's sent to the Governor -- but when some 
committee member begins talking or thinking about relaxing 
confidentiality, our patients cancel appointments. 
There was a front-page L.A. Times article back in the 
winter talking about the AIDS bills that were pendin , and~ 
1 
possibility of rela~ing the confidentiality protections, and that! 
Monday morning, three patients called and cancel l ed appointments. 
My patients are more afraid of the disclosure of resul ts than 
they are of the disease itself. 
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To keep from driving t he disease underground, those 
confidentiality protection s mus t be kept in place . 
CHAI RMAN HART: Thank you very much, Doctor, for some 
very in t eres t ing and sometimes dis t urbing testimony, particularly, 
your comments ab out drugs as t hey relate to chi dren. 
One ques t ion I wanted to ask is, the Legislature this 
past year had enacted i n t o l aw a measure that requires peop l e 
applying for a mar riage license t o be informed that there is a 
test available and, as I under stand it, the physician is supposed 
to -- there is supposed to be some kind of recognition that they 
t[ are aware of that and they have signed it one way or the other 
11 whether they want to have that test. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
One would be analysis of that legislation, if you think l 
it's a good idea or bad idea. And if you think it's a good idea, ! 
or a neutral idea, for want of a better term, would you support 
similar legislation for pregnant women? 
DR. MUNDY: Actually, I'm glad you brought it up. I 
didn't think about mentioning that. 
I 
I 
I 
I think that is not a bad idea, the marriage testing 
I 
As you well know, that was an end up compromise! checkoff system. 
on a bill t hat started off as mandatory. 
CHAIRMAN HART: 
23 ). ~ DR. MUNDY: 
As mandatory, yes, by Senator Doolittle . 
That's the sort of thing I ' m saying. Bring 
24 ~ it up at that point to discuss ri .sk factors, even having that 
25 
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~ checkoff on a form and the doctor knowing he has to check it off 
1 yes or not, and therefore he has to have talked to the patient, 
makes them talk about AIDS risk fac t ors, and is this something 
you should consider doing. 
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Bringing it up, and having phys ician s tal k to pa tients 
about that, I think is an excellent idea. 
There is a similar bill in the "1,000 series" over 
mandatory testing of pregnant women. A suggestion that I h ad 
I 
made to Mr. Doolittle is to mirror - - there was legislation about; 
three or four years ago on neural tube defects and alpha f e t o-
protein testing, that women between certain weeks of pregnancy - - 1 
I think it's up to the 14th week or so of pregnancy - - be advise1 
of the availability of alpha fetoprotein testing. That's a I 
rather simple serum test that indicates the possibility of 
myelomeningocele in the baby. That that be mandated to be 
discussed with pregnant women in those times with the same sort I 
I 
of checkoff form, "Yes, I discussed this with my patient and 1 
offered it to them." The State does not pay for those. Medi-Call 
would pay in Medi-Cal patients, but otherwise they're done by I 
private insurers or the patients themselves. 
But it brings it to the forefront of letting pregnant 
women know that such a test is avail able and having it offered to 
them. I think something mirroring that for HIV, that either in 
visits to a gynecologist or obstetrician before pregnancy, or in 
the earl y stages of pregnancy, that be discussed with women and 
have some sort of checkoff system for that, I think is an 
e~cellent idea. To have the physici an discussing that with her 
or his patient. 
But to have it mandatory, I think, wouldn't be cost 
effective. But the checkoff system, I think , would be excellent . 
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I, as I said, suggested that t o Mr . Dool ittle ' s s taff 
last year . I don't know if they have gone anywhere wi t h that . 
54 
CHAIRMAN HART: Thank you very much for your -- sorry, 
Senator Tor res. 
SENATOR TORRES: How many children do we have that you 
know of in California are infected now with the v irus? 
DR . MUNDY: I quite honestly don ' t know t h e t otal 
California data. I think that the reported number of ped"a t ric 
AIDS cases , which is really the only data we have, is somewhere 
50-75 
21. 
or so . Los Angeles County is still now only carrying I about\ 
I 
I 
But the total number infected with the AIDS virus, if 1 
you extrapolate the study that we did here in Los Angeles County, \ 
is at least ten times that. 
SENATOR TORRES: And AZT, according to your testimony, 
is not available through Medi-Cal now for pediatric use? 
DR. MUNDY: Medi-Cal non-CCS, I'm not sure. It should 
be, because of the bill making it covered under Medi-Cal from 
last year, but 
SENATOR TORRES: For exampl e --
DR. MUNDY : But Cal ifornia Children's Services, CCS , of 
I 
which HIV infection would be a covered disease, is denying 
coverage for AZT treatment on the grounds that it is not an 
- - -- ~- --- ----'--
approved drug for use in HIV infection in children. 
SENATOR TORRES: Approved by 
DR . MUNDY: The FDA approves it as a drug. 
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That is not to say , though, that CCS is no t -- they do 
cover other drugs for other diseases that are not approved f or 
use in children. 
Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN HART: Thank you very much. 
We're going to take a break. I apologize for not doing 1 
it sooner for our stenographer. At least five minutes, and then 
we'll resume. We have two additional witnesses with a brief 
opportunity for public testimony. 
(Thereupon a brief recess was taken.) 
CHAIRMAN HART: Let's continue. 
We have a 3:00 o'clock deadline, so we're going to have 
to move along. 
Linda Rodriguez is our next witnesses . Is Ms . Rodriguez 
here? Ms. Rodriguez is with the Minority AIDS Project of Los 
Angeles. 
MS. RODRIGUEZ: Good afternoon. I want to talk a little 
bit about the Minority AIDS Project. 
The Minority AIDS Project is an outreach of the Unity I 
Fellowship Church, and basically was started to provide services I 
to the minority communities here in Los Angeles, which were being1 
I and continue to be under-served in terms of the amount of 
resources . 
The Project is twofold. We have education, outreach, ! 
prevention is part of the Project . The other part of the Project! 
I 
is direct services to PWAs, to persons with ARC, and also HIV 
positive. 
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We also in Los Ange l es h ave a resident i al hou se , Dignity 
House, for homeless PWAs, and that ' s been in existence f or a 
little over a year . 
Some of the things that we ' re seeing in terms of the 
minority community is that one of the issues is that there ar e 
little or no financial resources for many of the client s t hat 
come to us and to our Project . We are one of the -- we are t he 
only agency in Los Ange l es Coun t y that does provide direc t cash 
assistance, and we'll do t hat on an immediate basis. 
Many of our clients have l ong hospital stays , come out, 
they've lost their apartment; they've lost where they ' re livi ng, 
and therefore need some time to get into the system so that 
they're able to collect benefits. In the meantime, that person 
has no resources, we're finding that that's a real issue. 
Eighteen percent of the c l ients that we have are 
hom~less at the time of referral, so they have no place to stay . 
And we're finding that increasing all the time. In fact, before 
I came over here, we had a call from an agency here. in West 
Hollywood, a couple blocks, that had a PWA who was homeless, no 
I 
I 
place to stay. Also has severe dementia, so that even if we werel 
to place that person in a motel room/hotel room, they probably I 
would not be able to care for themselves. And there is no place 
to send that person right now. 
We are also finding in terms of eligibility problems, in! 
terms of people getting into the system, many of our clients are 
illiterate, or their education level is very low, or they're 
monolingual, most predominantly Spanish speaking, and if anyone 
57 
has seen t he fo rms tha t one has to fill out either at Coun ty or 
2 Soc ial Security offices, i t makes i t v ery dif f i cul t f or them to 
3 access t he system i n t e r ms of receiving their bene f its . 
4 For most of the minority community , we ' re s ee i ng t ha t 
5 there is a de l ay in up to s i x mon t h s, so t h a t when a person i s 
6 presenting symptoms , t her e usua lly i s a de l ay of abou t s ix mon ths 1 
7 before they presen t t hemsel ves for tre atment. Whe r e t hey 're 
8 presenting themse lves f or treat men t is the Emergency Room f or 
9 County Hospital . 
10 All of our clients -- I think we have very few, and 
II we 're seeing over 200 clients right now, that have a private 
12 physic i an . So, most of them are relying on County Hospital for 
13 their care . 
14 Al ong with this comes the idea that minorities have not 
15 had access to good health care, so they are resigned to, when 
16 they are presenting symptoms, they're resigned to the level of 
17 discomfort . There's a much higher level of denial , which means 
18 
19 
20 
2 1 
that in t erms of -- if you're looking i n terms of t ransmission , 
t hey may be continui ng to engage i n pr ac t ices that are often 
putting others at risk because of the l eve l of denial, an d 
becau se o f t he difficulty in seek i n g a ppropr i ate heal t h car e. 
22 I One of the issues is t hat early on , in terms of the AIDS ; 
21 
24 
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28 
ep i demic , it has been sign ified as being~ gay dis ea s e . And f or 
the minority communities , that still i s ver y prevalent, and 
that ' s bow it's being ident ified as s t i ll s ome t h ing t h a t ' s gay 
and does not affect them . So , i t ' s been v er y di fficult t o break 
t hrough i n t erms of education in t h e community to a l ert t h em i n 
t e rms of what this ep i demic i s a ll abou t. 
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There is a r eal re luc tance to a l so identify to AIDS 
service providers for fear of being s tereotyped as bei ng gay. 
One of the real issues t ha t we ' re seeing i s t he 
undocumented, and that's a very , very severe problem. 
Approximately almost 38 percent of our caseload is the 
undocumented clients. Most peop l e aren ' t aware that they are 
58 
entitled to absolutely no benefits. So, after they are diagnosed 
I 
I 
a.nd are unable to work, there is no Social Security; there is no · 
general relief; there are no food stamps. They get absol utel y no' 
i 
cash assistance. 'I And many times the fami l y wi ll not care for 
I these people. They want nothing to do with them, especially i 
II after they've been diagnosed, because their sexuality often t i mes l 
may have been closeted. Sometimes it ' s much more difficult to \ 
I keep that issue closeted, and so we ar e seeing people that we are! 
I 
paying their rents on a monthly basis and are the mainstays in 
terms of providing the care and the service s that they need at 
this point. 
Also, even though most of them will present at County 
Hospital for treatment, County now has a form that they must fil l 1 
out, which is a CAC-6, in which they have to present themselves 
for an Immigration interview, which means that the fear and the 
concern is that the information will be used for enforcement 
purposes. 
So, in terms of the minority going ahead and accessing 
health care at the County facilities, there is a deterrent --
there's a greater deterrent now fo r t hem to access health care . 
So what you're going to see i s a r ea l continuing denial of the 
1• symptoms in these particul ar i ndi v iduals. 
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We are a l s o finding tha t becau se of the lack of 
cul turally sensitive health care providers and a lso t hose t at 
are bilingual, t here are many, many clients wh o have been 
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diagnosed but have no understanding of what t he diagnosis mean s, 
what that means in terms of changes in their l i f e s t yle, behavi or 
and habits . It ' s not uncommon for us to get c lien ts who really 
1 
have no idea about what AIDS means . Some c l ients don 't even knoJ 
Some still that it is a fatal disease that they ' re l ooking at. 
I 
clients have not been counsel ed in terms of a l tering t heir s exual ! 
practices because they have not had someone to sit down with them 
I 
l and spend the time to do appropriate education wi t h t hem. 1 
And that's one of the issues that we're finding at the I 
Project, is that there are very, very few bilingual service I 
providers, very very few. And in terms of the social workers I ' 
know, just in L. A. County, who are bilingual, it's very small who! 
I 
are trained to work with AIDS patients and deal with AIDS issues . ! 
We're also seeing that there is, in terms of home care, 
home care is very limited in terms of the services that are being! 
provided, and not just for this community, for the minorities 
communit y, but that would flow across for all patients at this 
point. 
One of the things that happens is that home care also 
means that you have to have an adequate bouse to provide home 
care in. Many of our clients, some of them are stil l living i n 
cars, in the street, or they're living in one room, you know, 
single hotel occupancies, buildings downtown, which means they 
don't have a bathroom. They don't have any cook ing f a cili t ies , 
I 
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so even t hough additiona l money for home care could be uti l ized, 1 
2 you'd have t o have the appr opriat e l iving conditions to be able 
3 to make full use of home car e. 
4 We ' re a l so f i nding t hat as t he number of diagnosed 
5 minority patients increases, t hat we're seeing a l arge number of 
6 women and children, and no housing f acilities at all for women 
7 and children who have AIDS. There is not one in this County. So 
8 that oftentimes they are either put into substandard housing, or 
9 in the one case, we have a mother and a child who they bounced 
10 from s.ingle occupancy hotel to singl e occupancy hotel. 
II Some of the needs, as we look at our patients, there 
12 needs to be better education about the disease in the minority 
13 community. There needs to also be better education when people 
14 are diagnosed. It's just not being given. 
15 Also, in terms of symptom identification, making, you 
16 I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
in I 
I 
1 know, the information more accessible to minority communities. 
I 
i 
17 And in terms of there also being much more emphasis being done 
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terms of it being culturally appropriate. 
Those for us, those are the basic issues that we're up 
against here in terms of the clients that we see. 
CHAIRMAN HART: Thank you very much. 
You're obviously dealing with clients that are really 
23 1: very desperate in many years. 
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Could I ask, what is your source of funding? 
MS. RODRIGUEZ: State and county funding. 
But in terms of the residential shelter, that is not 
funded at all through State or county. It's all private 
I 
I 
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donations, and t he cash a ss istance t hat 's gi ven t o cl i en ts i s 
2 also donations. So ther e i s no f unding f or tha t . 
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CHAIRMAN HART: How l ar ge a s t a ff do you h ave ? 
MS. RODRI GUEZ : We ar e a staf f of six. 
CHAIRMAN HART: Thank you v e r y much for your t e s t i mony. 
Our last i nvited witness i s J udy Spiegel , I be lieve. 
Ms. Spiegel i s the Di r ector of Educa t ion a t AIDS Proj ec t ! 
Los Angeles. 
MS. SPIEGEL : Good afternoon. I 
I 
I want to thank you for inv it i ng me , and I apol og i ze fori 
not being able to have made it here earlier t oday. I 
I'll just start out by saying t ha t I start ed in public : 
I health 12 years ago dealing with pregnant t e enager s , and the same! 
kinds of problems that we experienced with pregnant teenagers -- I 
both educating them and tryi ng to prevent pregnanc ies r esulting 
in adoption, and abortion, and mothers who are old enough to be 
the sisters of the kids that they were bearing -- are the same 
things that we're seeing with AIDS today. 
I 
I 
I 
I started wi th the AIDS Project Los Angeles 
Education Department four year s ago, when Cal ifornia 
as t he [ 
first f unded\ 
! 
our AIDS educat ion programs . And I think the strugg l es t ha t I 
we've seen over the last four years are greater t han I ever would, 
23 l1 have perceived would happen . 
24-:r- Preventing AIDS today i s like try-1-.n- g--t-o s top a f ood 
25 
·I w1"th t1"nker toys. ~ We don ' t have a vaccine . 
i 
We don' t have a 
26 I cure. We don't even have any effective treatment s on the horizon 
27 
2X 
that are accessible or particul arl y useful t o t he bulk of the 
people who have AIDS. 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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The only th ing we really hav e today is education, and 
ev~n t hat ' s restricted. It ' s restricted by limi ted funds; it' s 
restricted by the language, and it ' s restr i cted by a l imited 
vision that somehow the possibility of of fending a few member s ofl 
the general public is more important than t he probability that if 
we don't educate the public, we wil l kil l tens and hundr eds of 
thousands of people. 
I was asked in preparing for this to talk about the 
issues. What are the issues that we ' re talking about i n 
preventing AIDS? I think it's very simple. We're talking about 
life and death. We're not just talking about the lives of a 
select group of people. We're talking about the lives and deaths 
of all of our American citizens, our taxpayers, our work force, I 
homeless men, women and children, as Dr. Mundy talked about J 
earlier. It affects all races, all economic groups, and every 
state of this nation. 
If we have to -- we have the power to save lives at far 
less than it costs to take those lives, or even to support them 
through t he course of the illness, and that's come up again and 
again and again. But we still ignore the less costly ways for 
letting it go and end up having to pay for it through poor 
services and not enough money to provide the care to the people 
who , in the end, do come down with AIDS. 
Experts in human behavior know that people don't change 
on the basis of facts. Yet again, and again, and again we hear 
that we should give out pamphlets, simple pamphlets that state 
the facts and expect that people can change, and that those 
behavior changes will stop the spread of AIDS. 
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Human s are far more c ompl ex than tha t. They learn 
through experience and t hrough prac t ice. They rece i ve 
information from many sources over l ong periods of t i me , no t overl 
night. We've already seen year s of preventive educat io 
programs, attempts at stopp i ng cigarette smoking , t h e more 
effective use of seat bel ts, h i gh b l ood pressure, and a lcoholism ,! 
and again, and again, and aga i we see that it takes mor e than a 
pamphlet, or a picture of some blackened lungs, to cha ge tha t 
behavior. 
It takes repeated messages and creative messages, and 
the use of experts and peers spreading these words again, and 
again, and again through public personalities to create even the 
smallest hint of the change in behavior. That 's also what i t 
takes to stop AIDS. 
And it does work. There are surveys in both San 
Francisco and Lo~ Angeles that have shown that gay men who have 
been exposed to education over the last several years have 
heterosexual s, particularly in Texas , and San Franci s co , and New 
York, and Chicago and Los Angel es -- the same cit i es t ha t we see 
the focus of AIDS. 
So, if you look at that, we can assume tha t we ' r e going 
to see the same -- we are liable to see t he same kind of s pr ead 
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of AIDS among heterosexual s a s we ' ve seen i n the gay community , 
because it is the same cities. 
AIDS isn't different from the other health concerns that 
we've talked about -- smoking and high blood pressure and 
alcoholism. Everyone needs to know about it. And without the 
knowledge and skills to prevent infection, anyone who has se~, or! 
picks up a needle is at risk of being infected by the virus. To 
reach the public, we have to use many strategies, many languages , 
and address all the components of our public, not just the 
general public. 
Advertising agencies know this. Look at McDonald ' s ads 
to distinctly sell hamburgers and salads to all different 
components of the population. They don ' t use one ad to reach 
everybody. 
People who market alcohol products market them very 
differently in every different neighborhood that you go into. 
You can go into Inglewood and Crenshaw, and you see Black models 
selling brandy. If you go into East Los Angeles, you see 
Latinos. If you go into Century City, you see billboards with 
upscale Whites in black velvet clothing to sell liquor. That's 
what works. And we have to do the same thing with AIDS. 
We can't worry about a brochure targeted for Blacks, 
that won't be meaningful for the rest of the population, or that 
if we print a brochure in Spanish, that it won't have any meaning! 
I 
to anybody else and they'l l be offended because it's not in their 1 
language, or because a brochure with a picture of a gay man with ll 
tight jeans, the sel ling message is the safe sex to other gay 
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man. Th e fact tha t it doe sn' meet ever yon e ' s mor a l s tandard s 
does not mean that it ' s not impor tant. Tha t ' s what sav e s l ives. 
I f we don't use t h ese kinds o f popula tion-sp ecific 
tac t i cs, t h en we ' re all contrib t i ng to the s pread of AIDS . 
It 's not an easy disease to cat ch. And in fac t , it ' s 
very d i fficult, and you really h ave to work at i t. But p eop e 
shouldn' t h av e to work at getting the i nforma tion the y n eed t o 
not get AIDS , and that's what's happening now. 
We 're restricted in the language t hat we use. We ' re 
restricted b y the do l lars a llocated toward educat i on. Grant ed, 
there ' s a lot more money goin g to education now than t h ere was 
four years ago, but it's not enough. 
To make it more complicated, we 've got dollars coming 
from all different levels of public government, and each 
different component has different restrictions on it. There's 
money that flows from federal government to State to county, and 
then to private agencies like AIDS Project Los Angeles. And by 
the time it reaches us, we have to be accountable to all four of 
those different funding sources, meeting all of their different 
restrictions. By the time we meet a 1 of those restrictions, ourl 
messages are so whitewashed and benign that they have no effect. 1 
AIDS prevention involves more t an getting the facts 
out. It means getting the ears and the hearts of the people who 
need to l earn about it. There i s no reason for people to become 
infected today if they know about AI DS, how to prevent it, a d 
how to use it . That means that we h ave to talk about seY, and 
condoms, and drug use, and pregnancy , and al the other s i de 
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I 
issues that are affiliated with AIDS. It means we have to talk ! 
with people about how to talk to their partners about sex; about 
parents talking to their children; about teachers talking to 
their students; about health care providers talking to their 
patients. We have to teach people how to talk about AIDS, how toj 
talk about sex, how to say no, and how to use condoms. 
I worked in Family Planning for six years before I got 
into AIDS. And we always gave instructions to our patients about! 
I 
how to use the methods of birth control that they were going to \ 
use, including condoms. It never occurred to me that condom 
manufacturers do not give the same instructions in their -- on 
packages, and the truth is that they don't. If you walk into a 
drug store today and buy a package of condoms, it comes with no 
instructions. 
I 
I 
I 
Where are people supposed to learn how to use them if wei 
can't talk about it? Who's going to get the message out? It's 
not the people who are marketing the products. It ' s not easily 
gotten across in the schools --
SENATOR ROBERTI: Why don't they? 
MS. SPIEGEL: Beats the hell out of me. I really don't 
know. 
SENATOR ROBERTI: It would solve a lot of problems. 
I 
MS. SPIEGEL: It could make a big difference. 
- - ---
I 
J 
We know that se~ doesn't go away by not talking about 
I 
! 
I 
it. We've seen that for years, and years, and years, and years, 1 
by the millions of pregnant teenagers every year. The number of I 
pregnant teenagers is not going down in this country, and we have/ 
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I 
r e s triction s abo t t a lking ab out s ex and u sing ef fec t J.v e s ex 
education programs in the s chool s. 
l 
I 
And we ' ve seen t ha t not doingl 
it doesn 't make it go away, despi te our great est des ires . 
So, we have to t a l k abou t i t now. 
AIDS Project L.A. has been educa t i ng r es idents in Los 
Angeles County and in Southern Cal iforni a an d t h e rest of t he 
country for over four years now. We take more t han 5 ,000 ca l ls al 
month today . We took 300 call s a month four years ago. We ' ve 
begun with the East Los Angeles Rape Hotline and the Spanish 
language line so people can get AIDS information in Spani sh as 
well. In only nine months, the number of calls that they are 
getting is exceeding 600 each month. 
We conduct nearly 100 presentation s and workshops every 
month that reaches thousands of people a month in churches, in 
schools, in businesses, in hospital s, pol ice departments, 
sheriff's departments, probation ins t itutions. We distribute 
hundreds of thousands of printed mater i a l s monthly. We produce 
public service announcements. We e ducat e the media. For the 
last two years, we've run Southern Ca l ifornia media campaigns 
focusing on AIDS to the whole region . And we know that t hose 
have been effective . They get people t o call the Hotline. 
I 
But now we need to take the n ext step. We need to t each 
people how to change thei r behavi or . 
The ca lls t h a t we 're get t ing from people, and t he 
requests and the quest i on s , are gettin g much more specific . 
Peop l e want t o know wh en we t a lk about saf e sex, an d we t a l k 
abou t protecting themse lves , wha t exactly does that mean ? And we i 
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can' t t ell them exactly what that means because we ' re not al l owed 
to use the words in writing. 
And as long as we don ' t 
SENATOR ROBERTI: You're not allowed to use - -
MS. SPIEGEL: Well --
SENATOR ROBERTI: -- by whom? 
MS . SPIEGEL: Funding sources. 
SENATOR ROBERTI: So it's generally a 
these various groups you're getting money from 
compendi um of all I 
that tell you whatl 
words you can and cannot use? I I 
I 
MS. SPIEGEL: Right. I 
Over half of my education budget comes from the State ofl 
California. We haven't had risk reduction guidelines acceptable I 
to the State for almost -- for over one year now, which makes it 
very difficult to do our job. All of our materials have to be 
screened by the State. In and of itself I don't think that 
that's a problem. 
But when we're more concerned from a political process 
or a public process that we might offend a few individuals with 
certain materials that are not geared toward them, that would 
never be distributed to the whole public, and say, "You cannot 
say explicitly what safe sex is, and you cannot use sexual 
I 
terminology; you have to be very technical," the majority of the J 
public doesn't understand technical terms. We're talking about a l 
lot of people who don't have more than a junior high education. 
Many people, particularly in the Hispanic and Latino communities, 
we've been told we need to gear our publications toward a third 
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grade educat i on now becau se we have so many peopl e c oming across 
the border who don't have an e ducat ion. 
I 
And yet, we're geared toward producing more mater i a l s in 
i 
English than any other language. Most of the materia l s t hat have 
been produced are at a college education leve l. And ye t mos t of 
the readers who obtain those material s aren't col lege gr aduates. 
They don ' t use words like " condoms" and "digital man ipulation". 
They don't know what those things mean. We have to ta l k very 
clearly and simply. 
And it's not even as simple as, well, if we get X 
percent of our money from the State, for example, that in the 
other materials that we publish with our own money, we can be 
more clear. Because the regulations that guide us say that if 
any of your people, or any of your programs are connected to the 
State dol l ars that fund you , those dollars govern how you can 
I 
say! 
I your words. 
So, I can't have volunteers going to the public and 
speak differ ently than a State funded employee would. 
SENATOR ROBERTI: Is the State the most restrictive? 
MS. SPIEGEL: No. 
SENATOR ROBERTI: Who is? 
MS . SPIEGEL: I think our county is probably more 
restrictive. There are materials that have been a 
State that our County Board of Supervisors has not approved for 
distribution by county offices . 
I think that --
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SENATOR ROBERTI: Do you have any of those materials, 
maybe not with you now, but that you could 
MS. SPIEGEL: Yeah, we have a few that I could get to 
your office, sure. 
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But I think really what we're saying is that i f we're 
going to prevent the disease, we have to be explicit. We have to1 
put our money where our mouth is, literally. We have to i ncr easel 
I 
the funds for education, and we have to loosen the gags that havel 
bound the AIDS educators for the last four years. 1 
I 
This is not a disease that ' s going away. When I 1 
started, I think a lot of AIDS organizations were not doing any I 
long-range planning because nobody could believe that this was a I 
disease that was going to take off and as disastrous as we've 
seen. 
But it bas, and it's going to be here for a long time. 
And if we don't do our job, it's liable to take hundreds of 
thousands of lives that could have been prevented. 
Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN HART: Thank you very much . 
As someone who ' s been involved in some of these AIDS 
education battles and controversies in Sacramento, I think you've 
stated the case very persuasively. 
MS. SPIEGEL: Thank you. 
I certainly appreciate your support. 
CHAIRMAN HART: Thank you. 
I 
We have two other witnesses that have signed up to speakl 
under our public testimony period. The firs t is Sandra Thol en, 
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if I' m pronoun c i ng t hat right , California School Nurses 
Organ izati on. 
MS. THOLEN: First of all , ·I ' d like to thank Senator 
Hart and t he Committee for t he e f f orts on behalf of AI DS 
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I prevention , and the opportunity to provide tes t i mony on behalf ofl 
the Cal ifornia School Nurses Or ganization . 
As t he primary heal t h pr ofessional in pub lic school s, wej 
too are deeply concerned about the impact of the disease on 1 
chi l dren , the families, and the communities that we s erv e . 
We do currently have chi l dren in schools who have been I 
diagnosed with AIDS. Confidential i ty for the most part has been I 
maintained, and services have been provided to protect the chi l d, 1 
other students and staff. 
Recent litigation established the right of facul ty 
members t o continue to teach despite being diagnosed with t he 
AIDS virus. 
Cl early, issues of communicability, hygiene, staff 
inservice, physical health care services are of concern to our 
organization and the public school system. 
It appears unlikely that we ' ll see revo l utionary 
progress in AIDS treatment in the immediate future. We can, 
however, anticipate that AIDS wi l l become more and more of an 
issue in California schools. 
Hopefully, we wil l see effective treatment and a cur~l 
soon . But at the same time , at the 
weapon against AIDS cont i nues to be 
I 
present time, t he primar y I 
education. And agai n, that ' s 
going to become more and mor e of an issue in s chool s . 
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It' s our position that education about AIDS i s critical.! 
As noted in Senator Hart's Fact Sheet, AIDS has most devastated 
I 
young and middle-aged adults. And if we're going to impact these 
age groups, it's critical that we begin wi t h the young so that 
they can begin to collect the tools and the information that they 
need in order to protect themselves. 
Unfortunately, myth and misinformation continue to be i 
I 
widespread. Public fear and hysteria is communicated to and 1 
often magnified in students, in the young. I think it's critical~~ 
that young people have access to the most current information 
I 
available, and perhaps more importantly, an opportunity to 
I discuss these particular concerns. 
If AIDS education is going to be effective, it has to bel 
taught by knowledgeable, appropriately trained personnel. There j 
needs to . be opportunity for follow-up discussion. There needs to 
be an opportunity for the students to discuss their fears and 
concerns and the personal issues, 
for students to turn to when they 
as well as providing a resourcet 
have additional questions or I 
personal concerns. I 
i 
I Education isn't showing a film, turning off the 
projector and discussing English. I AIDS is a highly emotionally 1 
I 
charged topic, and each of us brings personal feelings, values, 
attitudes into any discussion. And without an opportunity to 
-------- ------ ' r address these fears, these questions, and these concerns, we 
really do a disservice to our students, and I think we fail to 
achieve the education that we are trying to seek. 
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In a sense , I t h ink the AIDS education cris is i s part of 
a l arger pr ob lem in Cal i f ornia educat ion . That i s the prob l em o£ 
I 
comprehensive hea l th educa t ion and the l ack ther eof. 
Comprehensive heal t h e ducation i s not provided in any consistent 
manner in Cal ifornia. Some s chool districts hav e made health a 
priority and have implemented comprehen s ive programs , but mos t 
have not . 
ldeally, AIDS should be i ntroduced as part of a 
I 
comprehensive program, with a basis for understanding concepts 
j like infections, communi cab i lity , and general physiology , wi t h 
I 
It's not appropriate t ha t a I 
Or the II third grade student necessarily be taught about condoms 
that foundation already in place. 
specifics of AIDS transmission. I But a third grader can be taugh t : 
about the nature of germs , the nature of disease, the nature of 
communicabi l ity, and so. And with this foundation, it becomes 
possible to teach a tent h grader to understand and accept mor e 
technical, more explicit information about the transmi ssion and 
prevention of AIDS. 
As was alluded to here previous l y, i t ' s important t o 
know that health education is somewhat different from other 
education. The purpose of health education is t o i mpact 
behavior , to change behavior. And provision of simp l e 
information _!. s not enough. 
I 
I -
I 
I 
I 
I What we want t o do in health education i s encour age 
students to make healthy life decis i ons, whether those be i n the 
areas of smok ing, nutri t i on, drugs or sexual i ty. And we can ' t 
expect a bri ef presen t ation to make t hose k i nds of behavi or 
changes . We need comprehens i ve, effective health education . 
74 
I n summary, I would suggest that wh i l e t he Cal i f ornia 
2 School Nurses Organization believes t hat the nature of the AIDS 
3 crisis makes it imperative that AIDS education be implemented 
4 now, that any program must provide for discussion and follow-up 
5 by appropriately trained personnel, we would further suggest that 
6 this committee not lose sight of the need for comprehensive 
7 health education; that AIDS can be most effectively addressed 
K within the conte~t of a program that provides a sound basis for 
9 understanding health and illness. 
10 And we look forward to working with you on these goals. 
II CHAIRMAN HART: Thank you very much, Ms. Tholen. 
12 An excellent statement, and I hope that the Legislature 
13 and the various school boards around the state will take your 
14 words seriously. 
15 Our last witness is Carolann Peterson, who's from the 
16 California Federation of Business and Professional Women. 
17 
18 
19 
20 
MS. PETERSON: Thank you for this op·portunity. 
In the past two years, the California Federation of 
Business and Professional Women has included the issue of health 
on its legislative platform, focusing on osteoporosis and AIDS. 
21 As the debate of AIDS increases, Business and 1 
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2X 
Professional Women will continue to monitor proposed legislation, ! 
I 
I and that legislation which discriminates regarding the right of 
1 
privacy and employment will be of great concern to BPW. 
I 
However, our primary goal is to educate our members that 
I 
I 
AIDS is not contracted through casual contact, and that AI DS 
prevention is a responsibility of everyone. 
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Therefor e , we urge t he Legi s l ature to provide cont i nued 
support, and we especially urge t he Governor ' s Off ice t o provide 
support and continued funding to combat t his disease . 
Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN HART: Thank you. 
Thi s concludes our hearing . I want to t hank everyone 
for attending and for some excellent tes t imony t oday . 
This also concludes the interim hearing process t ha t t he1 
I 
Select Committee has been engaged in over the last couple of 
mont hs. Having heard testimony and engaged in numerous 
discussions and sort of fact finding endeavors, staff and 
Committee Members will put our heads together and, hopefully, 
come forward with a legislative package for this next year that 
will respond to many of the concerns and suggestions that we've 
heard both today and in other meetings. 
We obviously have a long ways to go in combating this I 
I 
disease, and the State Legis l ature and the Governor need to be I 
partners and not obstacles to overcoming this dreaded disease. I 
I 
And I hope that 1988 wi l l be the year that we can look back on asl 
I 
the year in which substantial progress and thoughtful legislative! 
recommendations were fo l lowed by t he State of California. 
Thank you all again for at tending. Happy holidays . 
(Thereupon this hearing of the Senate 
Select Committee on AIDS was terminated 
at approximately 3:20P.M.) 
--ooOoo--

